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ABSTRACT
A Study of the Effect of Computer/Internet Usage 
on Slot/Video Machine Players’ Gambling Behaviors
by
Howook “Sean” Chang
J.D. Shannon Bybee, Examination Committee Chair 
Executive Director 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
International Gaming Institute
The Age o f Information has changed the way we live since personal computers 
outsold TV sets, and the number o f emails exceeded the number o f regular stamped 
letters. For the last decade, the Las Vegas gaming market has changed toward not only 
the lavish gambling field that houses computerized slot/video machines and high speed 
Internet ready hotel rooms, but also a family entertainment resort and a major convention 
destination. These facts raised the question o f  how many computer/Internet literate 
gamblers are in Las Vegas, and whether it would influence on their slot/video machine 
gambling behaviors. This study found that 70% of slot/video machine players in Las 
Vegas use computer/Internet. Non-computer/Intemet users, however, visited Las Vegas 
more often, played slot/video machines longer with larger budgets than other tested 
groups. They were more likely loyal to their chosen casinos and less likely to desire 
exceptional customer service.
lU
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Americans are living in the world o f technology innovation in services. High-tech 
amenities offered by computers and their networks, for example, the World Wide Web 
(WWW), are not limited to in local libraries and bookstores anymore. Technological 
devices connected to  the Internet have been appearing in everywhere; palm o f our hands, 
appliances in the kitchen, inside taxicabs in New York City (Grossman, 2000), 
McDonald’s restaurants (Hayes, 2000) and hotel rooms (Ferguson, “High wire act,” 
2000). Correspondingly, the number of and the kind o f services rendered by the Web are 
countless. For example, Internet banking, virtual shopping and live video communication 
have already become basic services today’s technology offers. As every service industry 
adapts technology to increase its productivity and to accommodate its customers needs, 
the casino industry in Las Vegas strives to implement high-tech services as well.
The Oneida Indian Nation o f  New York is collaborating with Sigma Gaming, a slot 
manufacturer in Las Vegas, in building a new cashless slot system, combining electronic 
commerce (e-commerce) and slot machines to sell to Nevada casinos. The touch-screen 
system allows players to make dinner reservations, set golf tee times and make retail 
purchases while playing the machines. It will also gather and maintain information on each 
player, storing the information in a database for individualized services. Robin Farley, a 
gaming analyst for PaineWebber, stated “new slots could be a good advancement for Las
1
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Vegas casinos because visitors nowadays are coming to the desert to do more than Just 
gamble” (Ferguson, “’’Freedom o f the press,” 2000).
The newest Las Vegas casino, Suncoast, opened in September 2000, with selected slot 
machines that have built-in voucher systems on its casino floors. The built-in voucher 
systems offer gamblers a coin-fi'ee cashout operation when winnings are over 200 coins 
and less than $1,200, the minimum to require tax forms. The systems dispense and accept 
a ticket, which bar-coded with the value o f money. Suncoast brought in more than 2,100 
machines offering this technology, which accounts for 96% o f its total slots. The system, 
also known as a cashless system, will help customers not only retrieve their winnings 
quickly, but also eliminate digging into coin trays. Additionally it will allow casino 
operators to minimize refilling empty hoppers. David Anders, a gaming analyst for Merrill 
Lynch, stated that unlike the local gaming market in Las Vegas, the tourist market is not 
ready for the cashless system yet because the echoes o f coins pouring out o f machines is 
an important part o f a casino’s ambience to visitors. (Ferguson, “Coin-fi'ee slot,” 2000) 
MGM Mirage, one o f largest casino operating companies in Las Vegas, announced in 
August 2000 that they would create, launch and operate a Web-based gambling site where 
customers can win only prizes. The site, which is expected to launch in the fourth quarter 
o f2000, will let web surfers play virtual versions o f casino games and win points that can 
be redeemed for vacations, shows, special events and travel packages at MGM Mirage 
properties. “In principal, it is a marketing effort to build brand awareness and brand value 
among consumers,” according to MGM Mirage spokesman, Alan Feldman. Robertson 
Stephens, Wall Street investment-banking firm, said “the new site should help MGM
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Mirage identify and market more effectively to qualified slot players while paving the way 
for an on-line gambling operation” (Fergusion, “Laying it all online,” 2000).
Those types o f computer-supported services were not the first attempt that casino 
management in Las Vegas has made. Treasure Island, one of the properties of MGM 
Mirage, for example, introduced advanced customer service technology in January 1997, 
called Video Concierge, to their slot club customers. After players inserted cards in 
slot/video machines, video o f a hotel representative would appear on the slot screen and 
take show or dinner reservations. The system even paid jackpots and found cocktail 
servers for customers (Bems, 1997). This service, however, was not successful and 
discontinued because o f unremarkable customer respond. In other words, casino 
customers at that time were not ready for human-machine service interactions. An industry 
expert fi'om lasvegas.com GAMING WIRE’S, Kevin Ferguson, remarked in September 
2000, that gaming products and customer services based on computer technology would 
work as the evolution o f the computer/Internet has made its customers unafraid of using 
computer-based utilities (Ferguson, ‘Treedom o f the press,” 2000).
Slot/video machine players, the largest Las Vegas gambling revenue contributors, have 
been observed by many researchers in order to study their gambling behaviors. The 
impacts o f today’s high-tech environments on behaviors o f slot/video machine players, 
however, have not been addressed by many studies. Thus, this research will study the 
population o f computer/Internet users among Las Vegas slot/video players and will also 
examine the differences o f gambling behaviors, preferences and anticipation of new 
customer service among non, light, medium and heavy computer/Internet users.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The Strip Theme Park 
The Las Vegas gambling market is changing, at least in part, because dramatic casino 
expansions increased the market variety. Las Vegas is not just a gambling town anymore. 
Casinos in Las Vegas turned their flair to the Disney and the Universal Studio type o f 
resorts for the leisure and tourist market in order to promote generalized family 
entertainment centers. Mike Weatherford fi'om the Las Vegas Review Journal described 
that the Las Vegas Strip brands after those o f  Universal Studio and Disney World 
(Weatherford, 2000). The Las Vegas Strip is considered a 3.5 mile-long theme park. 
Unlike most theme parks, the Las Vegas Strip theme park costs nothing to get into the 
Las Vegas Strip where tourists can watch a fountain, a volcanic eruption and pirates 
shows and examine odd shaped architecture and miniature cities. Tourists not only enjoy 
seeing the shows, but also are thrilled by the size and decor o f hotels, casinos and 
shopping malls.
Fenich (1995) stated in his article “Casino gaming in the U.S. Past, present and future” 
that casinos would continue to grow as long as they meet the desires o f customer. 
According to the Las Vegas Visitors Profile Study (L W P S ) commissioned by the Las 
Vegas Convention Visitors and Authority (LVCVA) in 1999, entertainment, shopping and 
fine dinning replaced gambling as the top attractions for visitors to Las Vegas (The Las 
Vegas Convention Visitors Authority, 1999). More visitors perceived Las Vegas as an 
“entertainment” destination than as a “gaming” destination (Macy, 2000). The casinos 
diversify themselves through not only famous city themes, wild animal shows, roller 
coasters, but also convention facilities, in order to  bring business travelers in Las Vegas.
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Casinos in Las Vegas, especially those opened in the last a couple o f years in the Strip, 
were focused on accommodating conventions and shopping malls.
High-Tech Hotel Rooms and Gaming Machines 
Recently, several major casino resorts in Las Vegas introduced high-speed Internet 
ready hotel rooms for guests who travel with laptop computers. In order to keep pace 
with the increase in Internet usage by Americans, they installed not only high-speed 
Internet cormection, called digital subscriber line (DSL), but also Web-browsing computer 
monitors into hotel rooms (Edward, 2000). Treasure Island took the early lead in high­
speed Internet ready rooms, while the Aladdin, the Venetian and the Regent Las Vegas 
have offered the comparable service. The primary reason is to improve services for 
convention attendees and business travelers. Alana Quigley, telecommunications manager 
at Treasure Island, however, noted that even leisure travelers come to Las Vegas with 
their laptops to read email, check stock quotes and inquire information about attractions in 
Las Vegas. Steve VoUmer, director o f information technology for the Venetian, stated 
“the Internet commodity is going to be as common as the telephone in hotel rooms in five 
years (Edward, 2000).
The advancement in computer technology, coupled with cost reductions in the early 
1990s, made the machines more fun to play with higher jackpots available for players. 
The new generation o f slot/video machines introduced during the 1990s featured 
unprecedented video graphics and audio entertainment. These machines also feature both 
bonus play and jackpots, integrated with various types o f entertainment. Recently, major 
slot/video machine manufactures have focused on building enhanced video and audio
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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entertainment and a variety of new multi-game, personal computer-based, nickel video 
machines that allow as many as 200, coins per spin. These multi-game, line and coin video 
games are mostly operated by software patterned after that of the computer arcade game 
industry. Customers can play new video machines with high-quality graphics and sound 
that make playing on casino floors similar to playing arcade games on personal computers. 
With an aid o f Intel Pentium processor, slot/ video machines are likely to advance even 
more innovative in game and concept, offering even 10 different games on a CD-ROM.
The Convention Market 
Las Vegas is becoming a major convention destination. Las Vegas hosted 34 of the 
nation’s top 200 shows in 1999, accounting for a 17% share nationwide. According to 
Tradeshow Week reports. Las Vegas ranked number one capturing the largest trade 
shows and renting the most exhibition space for the last six straight years in America (“Las 
Vegas,” 2000). Conventions and meetings make up about 10% o f Las Vegas’s visitor 
volume, which was 33.8 million visitors in 1999. Manny Cortez, president and chief 
executive officer o f the LVCVA stated, “this market segment has been specifically 
targeted as one o f the prime avenues for driving the necessary visitor traffic to the 
destination in coming years” (“Las Vegas”, 2000).
American Travelers
National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago compiled Analysis of 
the Casino Survey for National Gambling Impact Study Commission. It stated that more 
than 90% of patrons at the largest casinos in America are travelers fi-om more than 50
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miles away (National Opinion Research Center at the University o f Chicago, 1999). 
According to the L W P S , almost half of Las Vegas visitors (48%) were from the Western 
states, 40% from other states, and 11% from overseas (The Las Vegas Convention 
Visitors Authority, 1999). O f those visitors, from the Western states, 30% were from 
California. Three-quarters (74%) of 1999 Las Vegas travelers were repeat visitors, and 
on average, they had 1.7 visits for the past year and 7.8 over the past five years. 
Therefore, the Las Vegas Strip gaming market is comprised mainly o f businesses with 
repeat travelers. The most recent study. Travelers’ Use o f the Internet, conducted by the 
Travel Industry Association o f America (TIAA), showed that Internet usage is higher 
among individuals who travel (53%) than all U.S. adults combined (45%) (The Travel 
Industry Association o f  America, 1999).
The study illustrated that Americans who take frequent trips, either for business or 
pleasure, are often better educated and more affluent, and are more likely to have 
computers at work and at home. It also indicated that there are 91 million U.S. adults age 
18 and over who use the Internet in 1999, accounting for 45% o f U.S. adults. Of those, 85 
million people (93%) took at least one trip in 1999, and 37 million U.S. adults took five or 
more trips o f  100 miles or more (Figure 1). The number o f online travelers has grown 
190% from 29 million in 1996 to 85 million in 1999. Based on the statistics, there seems 
to be a strong relationship between the online population and their yearly travel. These 
facts may lead one to wonder how many computer/Internet literate gamblers are in Las 
Vegas, and whether computer/Internet would influence gamblers’ behaviors.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 1
Americeins’ Usage o f Internet/Online Service
Usage of Internet/Online Service
70%
All U.S. Adults Past Year Traveleis (At 
least 1 trip)
Frequent Traveleis (5+ trips 
in past year)
1996 1997 □ 1998 □ 1999
Source: Travel Industry Association of America
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Problem Statement
The newest Web demographics study by RelevantKnowledge Inc., suggested that 
Americans seniors age 50 and over eire using the Internet in greater numbers than was 
previously known (Seminerio, 1998). The study indicated that both the frequency and 
duration o f Internet use for travel planning, search engines and freemail sites showed 
striking increases. Tim Cobb, president o f the firm, stated “this is evidence that the Web is 
becoming increasingly mainstream and is no longer just the domain o f the technologically 
sophisticated.”
As the number of computer/Internet users increased in North America in the late 
1990s, the number of computer-literate travelers who come to Las Vegas for business 
conventions or leisure vacation might have grown as well. It is true, however, that casino 
operators are not aware o f how many computer/Internet literate gamblers are in Las 
Vegas and o f how computer/Internet usage affects customers' sophistication in service. 
Therefore, the population o f computer-literate slot/video players should be identified as a 
separate market segments. The differences in gambling and recreational behavior among 
non, light, medium and heavy users o f computer/Internet may provide a valuable study for 
management and researchers.
The purpose of this research is to examine the population of computer/Internet users in 
Las Vegas. It will also study the impact o f computer/Internet literacy levels on gambling 
behaviors and preference of customer service among slot/video machine players. The 
study will survey frequent slot/video players who make a contribution to the majority of 
slot/video machines revenue in Las Vegas. In order for this study to be significant, survey 
participants should be serious slot/video machine players who play slot/video machines
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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50% or more o f  their gaming time or spend 50% or more o f their gaming budget on 
slot/video machines. This information will be used to test the following hypotheses.
The Hypotheses
1. The frequency o f playing slot/video machines at casinos in Las Vegas is significantly 
different among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users.
2. There is a difference in loyalty among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ 
Internet users.
3. There is a difference in desire for customer comfort when playing slot/video machines 
among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
4. There is a difference in the degree of customer service sought among heavy, medium, 
light and non-computer/Intemet users.
5. There is a difference in interest in Internet gambling among heavy, medium, light and 
non-computer/Intemet users.
The frequency of playing slot/video machines comprise of such variables as the number 
o f machine playing hours, the number o f Las Vegas visits and the amount o f gaming 
budgets. Frequent slot/video machine players are defined in this study as those who visit 
Las Vegas more often and play the machines longer with larger budgets than do regular 
players. Being able to find lower price and better service easily and quickly through the 
Internet influenced Americans’ loyalty (Murphy, 2000). The Internet made Americans less 
loyal to their favorite brands or merchants. Customer comfort interprets how comfortable 
the players are with sounds that slot/video machines make. It also includes the players’ 
desire for better ergonomic design o f slot/video machines, an implement o f volume control
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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on the machines and more comfortable space between the machines. Better customer 
service presents interactive computerized services, online customer services and 
alternative payment systems, with which casinos can provide customers, in order to 
improve customer’s convenience and loyalty. Better customer service in the hypotheses is 
considered as an important factor o f the players’ priority to choose a casino.
The Limitations
1. This study only surveyed people who played slot/video machines 50% or more o f their 
gaming time or spent 50% or more o f their gaming budget in casinos in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. Slot/video players who spent or played less than 50% of either gaming 
budget or time was excluded from the study.
2. The survey was conducted on the Las Vegas Strip and in a certain casino during 
regular weekdays and weekends excluding holidays or special events in order to avoid 
extreme results.
3. The study was only conducted using people who voluntarily completed the survey. 
Therefore, the results do not represent 100% of slot/video players either in Las Vegas 
or in other regions.
4. Human behavior will be affected by “external factors” and /or “mental state”; 
advertising can cause consumers to behave differently (O’shaughnessy, 1992). Thus, 
the data only represents the facts in a particular period under particular circumstances.
5. Slot/video players’ behavior involves their intentions to gamble, but their intentions 
may not always result in an actual behavior.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Assumptions
L Slot/video machine customers voluntarily play gaming machines in order to either win 
money or to entertain themselves. They are not forced to play the machines and they 
do not play the machines in order to lose money.
2. There is not a slot/video machine that permits players to control the sound volume in 
the Las Vegas gaming market.
3. The Las Vegas casinos try to put their slot/video machines together as close as 
possible in order to control the machines effectively and manage the casino space 
efficiently.
The Importance o f the Study 
The Information Age has arrived. Consumer is able to inquire any information at any 
time through the Web, and then get immediate answers. In fact, computers and the 
Internet make the world smaller and infinitely more immediate. Behaviors o f Web users in 
decision making and consumer orientation might be influenced by a variety o f the Internet 
contents and services. For example, customers may sophisticate their gaming and service 
needs according to the amount of computer/Internet use. Success in business comes fi-om 
anticipating customers’ needs before they do. Understanding customers and studying their 
behavior continuously are critical in marketing. Anticipating customers’ expectations in 
gaming products and services by studying slot/video players’ gambling behaviors and their 
lifestyle is necessary for successful casino operations. The results o f  this study will help 
Las Vegas casino operators, slot machine manufacturers, and other gaming vendors better 
understand slot/video game players whose ways of life are dependent on computers and
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the Internet. Through the study, the casinos and slot machine manufacturers will leam 
how slot/video machine players differ among heavy, medium, light and non-computer- 
literate players in terms o f  gambling behaviors and customer service concerns.
In addition, exploring the market segments o f slot/video machine players based on 
their computer/Internet literacy can help casinos' management and slot machine 
manufacturers in Las Vegas achieve the following objectives when Internet gambling in 
the U.S. becomes legal;
1. To service insecure online gamblers, internationally, by giving them confidence in 
a well-known casino brand name. It is based on the study by Greenfield Online, 
an Internet research firm based in Wilton, Connecticut, which found that 60% of 
the 2,000 people surveyed believe online gambling sites are fixed (Ferguson, 
“Internet gamblers skeptical,” 2000).
2. To increase current customer loyalty by giving them customer service over the 
Internet comparable to the service offered in casinos.
3. To present better products, through effective and efficient market planning.
The Definition o f Terms 
Behavior: A consumer’s actions or intentions with regard to an attitude object (Solomon, 
1992).
Clark Countv: defined by the state of Nevada as an area comprising a significant part o f 
the southern part o f the state including the Las Vegas metropolitan area.
Nevada Gaming Control Board: is a three-member body appointed by the Governor, 
which serves in a full-time capacity. The Board is responsible for regulating Nevada's
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gaming industry 24 hours a day on a daily basis. Its purpose is to protect the stability o f 
the gaming industry through investigations, licensing, and enforcement of laws and 
regulations; to ensure the collection of gaming taxes and fees, which are an essential 
source o f state revenue; and to maintain public confidence in gaming. The Board 
implements and enforces the State laws and regulations governing gaming through seven 
divisions (Nevada Gaming Control Board, 2000)
Loyal plavers: slot/video players who visit repeatedly to particular casinos where they 
spend 50% or more o f gaming budget on slot/video machines.
Player tracking system: A computerized system that recognizes customers and monitors 
their actual gaming activity. The tracking system is vital in identifying valued customers, 
building player's satisfaction and loyalty and gathering timely and accurate marketing 
information.
Slot clubs or Player's clubs: “A marketing strategy modeled after the airline industry’s use 
o f “fi-equent flyer” clubs. Players are issued plastic club cards, which are inserted into 
gaming machines to track the level and duration of game play. Points are issued for play, 
which can be redeemed for merchandise, complimentary rooms, dining or other casino 
offerings. (Quinn, 2000).
SlotA^ideo machine, slot machines, or slots: Gaming devices operated by electronic or 
mechanical machines, such as but not limited to reel slots, video slots, video poker, video 
keno, and video blackjack (Wang, 1995).
Table Games: Gaming services on the table provided by casino employee(s), such as 
blackjack, craps, roulette, wheel of fortune, mini-baccarat, baccarat, pai-gow, pai-gow 
poker, red dog, and Caribbean Stud Poker
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World Wide Web (W W W ): is an Internet-based system which allow users to change one 
document, one computer to another by simply clicking on choices that appear on the 
computer monitor. WWW is the popular, commercial face o f  the Internet and brings the 
vast global resources o f the Internet to life with pictures, sound and movies all delivered to 
the personal computers (Eager, 1994).
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction
This chapter is divided into three major sections. The first reviews the Las Vegas 
gaming market. General attitudes o f computers and the Internet users are described in the 
second section. The third section provides an overview o f market segmentation.
Slot Machines VS. Table Games 
One o f the most interesting aspects of Nevada casino gaming in the 20* Century is the 
race between slot machines and table games for the number one place in the industry. 
From 1970 to 1983, table games dominated the industry, accounting for 85% o f  the gross 
gaming revenue in Nevada. During that time period, casinos in Nevada have placed 
faster, simpler, higher payoff slot and video machines on casino floors in order to 
increase the number o f players, the time o f play, and the amount of money played. In 
1984, table games lost the war for their domination o f the industry to slot and video 
machines in both Nevada and Atlantic City (Scoblete, 1999, p. 81) (Table 1)
Unlike table games, slot and video machines do not require any particular game 
strategy to win, and provide players with a worry-free environment for an inexperienced 
decision. First time gamblers favor slot or video machines because they are easy to
16
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Table 1.
Gross Gaming Revenue Statewide Nevada — in billion dollars
Slot - TableSlot Win Table Win
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Source: F.Scoblete, 1999, Casino Journal. December, p. 81.
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understand, fast-paced and feature lower minimum bets and higher jackpots than 
traditional table games. The new generation of slot/video machines introduced during the 
1990s featured unprecedented video graphics and audio entertainment. These machines 
also feature both bonus play and jackpots, integrated with various types o f  entertainment. 
It is believed that the advancement in computer technology, coupled with cost reductions 
in the early 1990s, made the machines more fun to play with higher jackpots available for 
players, resulting in higher profits to slot machine manufacturers as well as casino 
operators. Thus, the number o f slot and video machines in Clark County reached 
approximately 132,000 as compared to 90,900 in 1991, which is a 45% increase in the 
number o f slot/video machines in Clark County. Slot/video machines accounted for over 
$ 4.2 billion in revenue during the period from July 1998 to June 1999, moreover, the 
amount o f revenue is almost double the $2.5 billion in table games revenue (Nevada 
Gaming Control Board, 1999).
According to the 1999 Las Vegas Visitor Profile Study conducted by the Las Vegas 
Convention Visitors and Authority (LVCVA), 87% o f Las Vegas visitors gambled, and 
75% o f those visitors who gambled played slot or video machines most often. The primary 
reason that visitors in Las Vegas play slot/video machines is because they believe that 
slot/video machines provide a chance to become rich, according to Wang’s 1995 research 
about slot players’ behavior. His research indicated that they play slot/video machines not 
with the objective of getting more play for their money, but rather for the thrill of winning 
large jackpots.
The Harrah’s Casino’s U.S. Casino Gaming Entertainment Survey (1993) 
characterized that slot players are older, less likely to have college degrees, and have
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lower household incomes than those who play traditional table games. Table players, on 
the other hand, tend to be younger, are most likely to have college degrees, and have 
higher incomes. The Las Vegas Visitor Profile Study (L W P S ) showed that the typical 
Las Vegas casino gambler is 49.9 years o f age, spends 3.9 hours per day gambling for a 
total o f $559 gambling budget per trip. Seventy-one percent of gamblers are married 
adults, 65% attended some college or have college degrees, 60% have household income 
o f $40,000 or more and 28% were retired. Over 50 years old Las Vegas visitors comprise 
o f 52% o f total visitor volume.
In contrast. Las Vegas visitors who play table games, such as Blackjack, Baccarat, 
Roulette, Craps, Poker, etc., and/or “race & sportsbook” are just 23% of the 2,868 survey 
participants in the 1999 L W P  Study. Blackjack is the favorite table game o f  players in 
Las Vegas, which accounted for 45% of total games played in 1989. Though, it declined 
to 14% in 1999. This decline seems to be due to an increase in slot/video play. The rate of 
table games play continues to decline, comprising only one quarter of all games played in 
Las Vegas. The struggles o f table games against slot/video machines finally ended without 
a possible rematch.
Slot/Video Machines in Las Vegas 
The World Gaming Congress & Expo in Las Vegas is the largest gaming trade show in 
the world and brings together major slot machine manufacturers and several hundred other 
leading gaming vendors fi-om around the globe. This show displays the latest in products 
and services that the industry has to offer. State-of-the-art machines exhibited during the 
World Gaming Congress & Expo in October 1999 added new excitement to interactive
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games on casino floors and will increase customer traffic and help build customer 
satisfaction. During the Expo, major slot manufactures focused on presenting enhanced 
video and audio entertainment and a variety of new nickel video machines that based on 
personal computer systems, that allow as many as 200 coins per spin. These multi-game, 
line and coin video games are mostly operated by soflivare patterned after that o f the 
computer arcade game industry. These devices have increased casino earnings due to the 
higher yield per square foot than that o f traditional three-reel games (Wang & Aquino,
1999). Customers are attracted to those machines as well. Wang and Aquino, researchers 
from the University o f Nevada Las Vegas, stated in “Casino Technologies” research in 
1999 that the reason for the popularity o f such machines is because slot/video players 
sense that more pay lines on the screen and more coins being played will increase the 
chance o f winning.
Now customers can play new slot/video machines with high-quality graphics and sound 
that make playing on casino floors similar to playing arcade games on personal computers. 
Slot and video machines are likely to advance even more innovative in game and concept, 
offering 10 different games on a CD-ROM. Scoblete (1999) stated in his article that slot 
manufacturers will soon build new slot/video machines with technology that will make 
today’s slot/video machines look like Model T’s in comparison (Scoblete, “Are you 
ready,” 1999). He described games on casino floors similar to the virtual reality games in 
arcades now. Several players will be connected through remote access, playing poker not 
only against the machine’s pay table, but also against other people in casinos all over 
America. It is similar to playing computer games over the Internet with multiple players. 
Since slot/video games on casino floors trail those games played on personal computers.
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this new advancement is likely to be a technological trend not only in gaming products, 
but also in customer services.
Players Club Systems in Las Vegas 
Gaming is a service business (Weibel, 1994). Although the product has tangibles such 
as slot machines and table games, the core product that the customers are looking for is 
intangible entertainment (Johnson, 1999). As continued casino expansion created strong 
competition, customer service has become a priority o f the management o f  Las Vegas 
casinos. Companies realized the value o f repeat and long-term customers as well as the 
make-up cost o f lost revenue due to poor service (Johnson, 1999). In order for casinos to 
survive, the management had to understand their customers. Thus, casino operators 
rushed to establish a system that would allow them to understand gambling behaviors of 
their diverse base o f customers so as to help increase marketing competence. The system 
facilitates casino operators in observing the behavioral patterns of their customers. It 
essentially keeps track of the habits o f players such as what machine and denomination 
they play, for how long, and what they win and lose. The information is a basis for the 
operators to offer players free meals and promotional activities, to construct cash-back 
bonuses and to target their customers accordingly. This system, a slot club system, or 
otherwise known as a player’s club system, became one o f the essential high-tech systems 
for casino operators to own in the middle o f the 1990s.
The first slot clubs began in casinos in Atlantic City for the sole purpose o f benefiting 
their marketing department during the 1980s (Legato, 1999). There was a box attached to 
the machines that dispensed a string of tickets just like paper tickets found at arcades. The
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number o f tickets depended on the amount o f play. Each ticket had a monetary value up 
to $.25 when redeemed at the slot club booth. The players were, however, oblivious to the 
tickets and these benefits. Because of the lack o f trust between casino operators and 
customers about the issues of technology and confidentiality of player’s gambling 
activities, inviting customers to the clubs and having them use the cards was not an easy 
task.
The positive changes in general perception o f technology and growing consumer 
confidence in the giving o f personal information to casino operators, have enabled the slot 
club concept to expand nationwide. Decades after its introduction, the trend toward 
customer convenience in slot club system have continued to develop. In late 1999, slot 
club systems in Las Vegas added more incentives and loyalty programs for customers. 
This allows them to enjoy more benefits, which draws them back to the properties as well 
as attract new comers. Offering various benefits to casino patrons made it easy to obtain 
the goal o f increased customer counts and revenues. According to the study conducted by 
National Opinion Research Center at the University o f Chicago in 1999, approximately 
65% o f  gaming revenues o f casinos in the United States were from those who have 
player’s club accounts (National Opinion Research Center, 1999).
Harrah’s Entertainment provided the industry’s only nationwide slot club in 1999 that 
allowed customers to earn and redeem the accrued points at any of Harrah’s properties. 
The club system, similar to the concept o f frequent flyer miles of airlines, simplifies the 
card/comp process by offering exchangeable points throughout all the national properties 
for 19 million club customers (Hogan, 2000). The cost estimate by gaming analysts was
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around $100 million dollars. Although it required immense costs, Harrah’s completed the 
project and was recognized as a leader among competitors.
Station Casinos in Las Vegas also offers a comparable, but more limited service. They 
allow slot club members to earn and redeem points at all the Station Casinos properties in 
Las Vegas. The system even allows members to check the slot club points and use the 
club services over the Internet. Both casinos allow members to slide their cards into 
computerized service machines on the casino floor, permitting them to assess comps and 
obtain cash back without the aid o f casino personnel.
The most advanced technology introduced in 1999 allows customers to use their 
players’ club cards for several purposes. For example, the customer is able to check-in to 
a hotel, use the card as a room key, and earn casino points while eating, shopping, and 
buying show tickets in the property. The Regent Las Vegas, previously known as the 
Resort at Summerlin, located ten miles northwest o f the Las Vegas Strip, was the first to 
offer a “single-card” system to track all customer spending habits at the resort. It tracks 
all the money spent anywhere in the property not just at slot and table play. The greatest 
customer benefit is that money spent at the resort accumulates points to be redeemed for 
merchandise. This is a trend toward customer service and loyalty programs now growing 
in the Las Vegas casinos.
As service products integrate computer technology more and more for the 
convenience o f customers, the products, in turn, require them to know how to use kiosks. 
About 80% o f Americans are not afi-aid of computers and high-tech services anymore, 
since computers and related mechanical or technological devices are part of Americans’ 
everyday lives (Intel Corporation, 2000).
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Personal Computers (PCs) and the Internet 
In a recent study of American Views of Technology in 2000, conducted by the Intel 
Corporation, a leading CPU manufacturer, showed that 81% o f Americans use computers 
(Intel Corporation, 2000). “Using the computer” is the second activity that Americans do 
most at home after “watching television” according to the study. Forty-eight percent of 
Americans said “using the personal computer more” as an activity they wish to do over the 
next three years while 28% o f them thought that they should spend less time “watching 
television” over the next three years. According to the study, 56% o f respondents said 
that the greatest advantage o f using PCs is to allow people to do new things that could not 
be accomplished without them. Forty percent stated that the greatest advantage of the 
personal computer is that it makes things easier, such as writing a letter, paying bills or 
reading the newspaper.
Americans believe that the personal computer is becoming a “must have” technology. 
According to the study “Computer Use in the United States” conducted by US Census 
Bureau in 1997, about 92.2 million people age 18 and over (47%) used a computer at 
home, work, and/or school. O f the 92.2 million adult computer users, over 63.9 million 
(69%) used a computer at work. The study also indicated that the proportion of adults 
with a computer at home was 41% in 1997. Of American adults who used computers at 
home, 71% did so for word processing, games (54%) and e-mail/communication (45%). 
Ownership o f computers at home was dependent on household income according to the 
study. Seventy-six percent o f households with $75,000 yearly family incomes own 
computers while 15.6% of households with incomes below $25,000 have a computer. 
Home computer use also varied strongly with the education o f the householder as well.
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The study also concluded that the presence o f school age children in households is the 
primary factor to owning computers. Access to the Internet is one reason for the big 
increase in computer use in the last decade as one in five Americans, or 57 million people 
who are older than three-year-old, surfed the Internet in 1997 according to the study. 
Internationally, the Internet has grown fi*om about 13 million to more than 300 million 
users around the world.
A technological leap o f computer hardware and software in the middle o f the 1990s 
made it possible to view 3-dimentional virtual reality with audio and video through the 
computer and the Internet. The World Wide Web (WWW), for example, one of the 
Internet protocols, is a technique to bring vast and global resources with pictures, videos 
and sounds into personal computers. Through personal computers (PCs), people now can 
enjoy video and audio communication and entertainment through multimedia technology. 
This is changing the way Americans communicate and how they are entertained. E-mail 
communication has altered the channels o f communication and is widely used as an 
indispensable technology by Internet users. About eight in ten adults who used the 
Internet at home used it for e-mail or for finding government, business, health or 
education information. Looking for news, weather and sports is next most common uses 
(50%) followed by buying tickets, making reservations and checking schedules (25%) 
according to the 1997 study by US Census Bureau.
Internet users are demographically, on average, wealthier, better educated, younger, 
and more likely to be males than the general population (Boudette, 1997). Similar to the 
profile o f computer users, Internet users are 35 years o f age with a household income of 
$67,000 on average. Pitkow & Kehoe conducted a survey in 1995, which has also
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revealed that the majority o f Internet users are male, although the number of female 
Internet users is rising (Pitkow & Kehoe, 1995). This may be explained by the fact that 
males have dominated fields of technology, especially new technology, because females 
were historically discouraged fi'om participation and remain a small minority in science and 
technology (Morahan-Martin, 1998). About 98% of Internet users in Japan are male 
(JapanBizTech, 1998), and 91% o f  European Internet users were male according to the 
1997 on-line study by Yahoo! Inc. (Morahan-Martin, 1998). Dissimilarly, 15% o f on-line 
users are female in Britain and 13% in Australia, due to the close cultural and linguistic 
ties to the United States, which has dominated the Internet (Boudette, 1997). In the 
United States, male Internet users account for about 60% o f all current Internet users.
The Computer/Internet Effects and Issues 
The Internet, created simply with networks of computers, has become an ever- 
increasing part o f many people’s daily life despite its main use in the recent past as an 
academic tool (Stoll, 1995). Recently, Americans have been able to access Internet-ready 
devices at hotel rooms, at bars and in restaurant’s jukeboxes and even inside taxicabs in 
New York City. As it penetrates many people’s everyday life more and more, it is not 
surprising that there have been increased in issues about risks, related to computers and 
the Internet. There are absolutely adverse effects on using computers/Internet (Neumann, 
1995). Sooner or later, computer/Internet users are going to experience themselves one or 
more risks, then eventually became alert to other potential risks. Neumann (1995) 
illustrated several o f potential risks associated using computers/Internet; Loss o f privacy 
and travel o f viruses in electronic-mail (e-mail) messages, health problems-physical harm
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(carpal-tunnel syndrome), electronic commerce (e-commerce) frauds, invasions o f privacy, 
violations o f confidentiality. And Griffiths (1998) believed that attitudes toward 
computers/Internet risks could readily influence on potential attitudes toward the other 
activities.
PC and its work environment 
Repetitive-motion disorders began getting attention in the 1980s when the advent of 
repeated-trauma injuries by excessive usage o f desktop computers. Comparing with 
23,000 cases in 1980, repeated trauma cases continued to proliferate and peaked at 
332,100 cases in 1994 according to Labor Department statistics. Awareness o f health 
problems associated with the use o f PCs and other video display has certainly grown 
because o f  the ever-expanding world o f computer users and their extensive hours of 
operation (Peterson & Patten, 1995). The principles of ergonomics in using computers 
were derived from the concerns of safety and health, comfort and well-being, and 
productivity and efficiency (Weisberg, 1993). Ergonomics is an interdisciplinary science 
that addresses human performance and well-being in relation to the job, the equipment, 
and the environment (Gross and Hassel, 1991).
Poorly designed computers and their workstation can cause upper-body pain and 
vision problems. Repetitive, prolonged usage o f mechanical devices such as the keyboards 
and the mouse more likely brings about cumulative trauma disorders such as carpal tunnel 
syndrome (CTS). CTS is a progressively disabling and painful condition o f  the hand. The 
incidence and prevalence o f CTS in the work force is not well known. The National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) reported that 15-20% of workers 
employed in construction, food preparation, clerical work, production fabrication and
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mining are at risk for CTS (NIOSH, 1989). Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) passed federal laws to protect the health and safety o f computer- 
using workers, and the high rate of occupational illness, injuries and occupational 
disabilities that occur to workers who spend long hours at computer workstations. 
Peterson and Patten (1995) suggested that experts in ergonomics be called to provide 
solutions. They argued that computer-related jobs must be redesigned to the limits of 
human capability. PC users’ attention to the ergonomic design in a computer system 
encouraged them to desire better ergonomic design of other technological devices.
Interactive service on the Web 
The Information Age, given birth by the Internet and its successors, fostered powerful 
consumers who are now expressing what they want and need. The real-time mass medium 
of the Internet changed the interactivity of consumers, and real-time interactivity played a 
critical role in expanding the Internet popularity (Murphy, 2000). Unlike a passive 
condition such as TV or radio, the Internet provides consumers with a one-on-one or one- 
on-multiple communication environment. Consumers are able to type in any questions on 
the Web at any time, and get immediate answers. The Impact o f the Interactivity over the 
Internet encouraged consumers to desire interactive and faster customer service. The 
Internet made customer service more extensive available than the service provided by the 
toll-free telephone assistance. The Internet also revealed possible customer service 
horizons. Behavior o f consumers in decision making, consumer loyalty, and orientation 
might have been changed by the variety of products and services offering on the Web.
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Consumer lovaltv on the Web 
National statistics indicate that 71% o f people who go on-line purchase something 
from the Internet (“Online shopping slips,” 1999). The survey conducted by Adrtech and 
Talk City, a communication Web site, found that 58% of the participants stated that the 
Internet has changed the way they shop. They may not shop at local shopping malls 
because they can find goods at lower price online with better service, delivered to their 
doors the next day. The Internet has empowered its users with vast information and real­
time interaction with contents, services or other people, facilitating better purchase 
decisions. Consumers are able to have nearly unlimited choices of goods and services from 
the Internet. Finding alternative brands and merchants that promote lower price and 
deliver better service is just a click o f  the mouse-button away, therefore, consumer’s 
loyalty to his/her favorite brands, products or retail stores is no longer stable (Murphy,
2000).
Internet Casino
Internet traffic, growing at unprecedented rates, led Americans and businesses to 
create many different marketplaces with virtually no limitation on hours o f operation or 
physical location. Since commercial gaming has experienced growth in recent years, it is 
logical that Internet based gambling sites have started to appear on the Web. The Web- 
based Internet gaming companies started in approximately February 1997. The fifteen 
Internet wagering sites in 1997 (Schneider 1998) have grown to over 650 sites (Ader, 
1999) in 1999. Christiansen/Cummings Associates Inc. estimated that the number of 
Internet gamblers worldwide increased from 25.4 million to 34.8 million from 1999 to 
2000. The Internet gambling industry has experienced an explosive growth in not only the
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number o f virtual casino sites and of players, but also in revenues. The amount spent on 
Internet gambling is hard to figure; however, Ader estimated on-line gambling revenues 
worldwide in 1999 were $1.2 billion and it is expected to grow to $3 billion by 2002 
(Ader, 1999).
MGM Mirage and Harrah’s Entertainment in Las Vegas have established partnerships 
with companies that provide electronic wagers for prizes-based Internet gambling sites, 
which will be able to convert to gambling-for-money sites when Internet gambling 
becomes legal in the U.S. Establishing online gambling sites under well-known Las Vegas 
casino brands will also improve the confidence o f online gamblers that the games are fair. 
According to the Internet gambling study by Greenfield Online, online gamblers consider 
that winners in Web-based casinos are predetermined and skeptical about the fairness o f 
the games. (Ferguson, “Internet gamblers skeptical,” 2000).
The Las Vegas Gaming Market and Segment 
The dramatic expansion of the gaming market in Las Vegas in the 1990s increased 
tremendous competition among casinos. The casinos have attempted to differentiate 
themselves through luxury decors, innovative themes, wild animal shows, roller coasters, 
etc. since they all offer the same basic gaming products on their respective casino floors 
(Fenich, 1995). The casinos, nonetheless, are compelled to have the same slot/video 
machines and the same table games with basically the same rules, and same odds. What 
casino operators do to keeps customers coming back to the properties repeatedly, 
however, is to position better products and services that their targeted customers expect.
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Customers in Las Vegas consist o f too many diverse people and visitor volume in Las 
Vegas is too large. Dividing them into different demographic types has been widely used 
in the Las Vegas casinos to adapt effective marketing strategies since computerized 
players’ club introduced. Using player tracking systems, casinos in Las Vegas were able 
to identify different tiered groups o f customers based on their rated play. It enabled 
casinos to develop various promotions for those who have player club accounts, which 
contributed approximately 65% o f gaming revenues of casinos in the United States 
(National Opinion Research Center, 1999).
Markets are generally considered in terms of people with purchasing power. The Las 
Vegas gambling market is made up o f people with disposable incomes to spend. A 
common method o f segmenting the consumer market is on the basis o f household income. 
Target marketing, one of many marketing strategies, is largely exercised in the Las Vegas 
casinos, focusing on one or more attractive groups of customers. Target marketing 
persuades a specific group of customers to come back to casino floors. Direct mail and 
tele-marketing are the methods used in target marketing. They plan numerous events in 
the casinos and invite tiered groups o f customers to each event based on their gambling 
history and demographic figures.
Demographic and gambling behavior based on the tracking systems in the slot/video 
market, however, does not seem to represent their lifestyle for casino management to plan 
strategic marketing practices. The reason is the basic aspects o f Americans’ lives are 
transforming into the way they work, play, shop and even the way they participate in 
politics and social lives, due to computers and the Internet. (Sapiro, 1999). So the needs
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and demands of slot/video players are changing quickly by the changes o f customers’ 
lifestyles in the age o f information and technology.
Marketing researchers have traditionally used demographic and socio-economic data 
to develop market segments and predict the market behavior o f individuals. Alternatives to 
such techniques were sought as tastes and needs of people became diverse and the 
structure and competition in market intensified. A single way to select a market segment 
approach does not exist. Different segment variables need to be tried, alone and in 
combination. Researchers have been led to explore a wide range o f marketing contexts 
such as various lifestyle variables in the marketing mix because pure demographics cannot 
determine the consumer’s minds. Michman (1991) stated, “the use of consumer 
demographics alone furnishes an incomplete picture of consumer behavior” . Therefore, 
marketers have to study consumers’ activities, interests, and opinions which could then 
determine how consumers spend their time and their beliefs on various social, economic, 
and political issues. He also suggested that using market segmentation strategies together 
with lifestyle information will enable one to survive and prosper in highly volatile, 
competitive markets.
Wedel and Kamakura (1998) strengthened Michman’s statement. They concluded 
“because lifestyle characteristics provide a rich view of the market and a more life-like 
portrait of the consumer, they meet the demands of management practice for increasingly 
sophisticated and actionable marketing information.” If casino operators can segment 
slot/video players into different groups based on a combined physical and behavioral 
segmentation such as players’ gaming budgets and computer/Internet usage, they will be 
able to better meet the wants and needs o f their customers.
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Market Segmentation
Gunter and Fumham (1992) depicted “market segmentation results from a 
determination o f  factors that distinguish a certain group o f consumers from the overall 
market.” The basic idea behind segmentation has been around since the beginning of 
trade. The importance o f market segmentation, in which understanding how consumers 
can be divided up into different types or classes, has become essential and effective 
marketing strategy. In other words, understanding the physical characteristics o f 
consumers in terms o f  age, sex, geographic location, income and expenditure patterns, 
mobility, and their psychological characteristics covering activity patterns and attitudes, 
interests, and values, is critical to the success of the overall marketing strategy. Similarly, 
Michman (1991) defined market segmentation as “marketing efforts to group potential 
buyers by demographic characteristics, geographical region, lifestyle usage patterns and 
behavioral factors, as a result, submarkets are frequently established on the basis o f 
income, age, sex, occupation, and complex behavioral dimensions.” Examining the 
relationship between computer/Internet literacy and frequency o f Las Vegas visits among 
slot/video machine players might explain unknown gambling behaviors. Michman (1991) 
also noted “the process o f  marketing segmentation keeps the organization alert to changes 
in market conditions, changes in competitors actions, and changes in environmental 
opportunities and threats.”
The core o f modem marketing strategy is composed o f segmenting, targeting and 
positioning (Myers, 1996). Myers (1996) discussed the sequence o f a planning process for 
strategic marketing. Firstly, identify who the customers are, how they are different, and 
what their needs are. Secondly, offer products and services to meet those needs, and
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finally differentiate the offerings fi’om competing products and services. Segmenting a 
market begins with the premise that consumers are different and these differences are 
reflected in varying preferences. Developing measures o f  profitability and the selection of 
attractive market segments is considered target marketing process. Product positioning is 
the process to present a firm’s offerings in terms o f consumer perceptions, competition, 
other company products and environmental circumstances (Michman, 1991).
Gunter and Fumham (1992) identified three distinct stages o f marketing method; mass, 
product-differentiated and target marketing. Mass marketing is simply, “one product fits 
all buyers.” When seller produces two or more products to meet the needs o f different 
markets by altering the product’s physical characteristics, or branding, advertising and 
packaging, defines product differentiated marketing. Target marketing is when the seller 
distinguishes among many market segments, selects one or more of these segments and 
develops products and marketing tailored to each segment. Gunter and Fumham 
suggested that various tastes and needs of consumers resulting fi^om increased wealth and 
market competition, have made mass marketing strategies obsolete, therefore new 
products and services have had to be developed which appeal to particular markets or 
market segments. Michman (1991) also noted that a combined strategy, product 
differentiation and market segmentation, is complementary and fi'equently used.
Summary
The era o f superiority o f table games is gone. Slot/video machines, not only offering 
higher jackpots with lower bets, but also presenting more entertainment values than table 
games, replaced table games dominance in the Las Vegas gaming industry. The slot/video
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gaming revenue contribution to  the industry constitutes approximately 60% of total 
gaming revenue in Nevada. Slot/video machines in Nevada trail the programs and the 
video and audio entertainment o f personal computers. The prevalence of personal 
computers and the Web might have encouraged Las Vegas gamblers to have confidence of 
technology and to expect sophisticated customer service and comfortable gambling 
environment fi-om casinos. The popularity of Internet casinos and their revenues have 
been so imposing that some gaming companies in Las Vegas started to develop prize- 
based online casinos, which can be converted to actual wagering sites later. Therefore, 
understanding slot/video players based on their demographics and lifestyles, for example, 
players’ household incomes and their computer/Internet usa, will play an important role in 
helping the Las Vegas gaming market grow continuously.
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CHAPTERS
RESEARCH METHODS 
Introduction
This chapter presents employed research methods and is divided into four sections. 
The first illustrates an overview o f a research question and mathematical models used to 
test hypotheses. The design and structure of the questionnaire process is stated in the 
second section while the third section presents the pretest procedure and pilot study. 
Sampling process and survey administration are discussed in the last section.
The Research Question 
The purpose of this research is to study the population o f computer/Internet users 
among Las Vegas slot/video players and to examine the differences of gambling 
behaviors, preferences and anticipation o f new customer service among heavy, medium, 
light and non-computer/Intemet users. Heavy(H), Medium(M), Light(L) and Non(N) 
computer/Intemet-users are presented out of the collected sample based on slotVideo 
machine players’ computer/Internet use and their level of computer skill. This 
information will be used to test hypotheses that there is an association between 
computer/Internet use and the players’ gambling behaviors, preferences and anticipation 
of new customer service.
36
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The Hypotheses
Churchill (1994) defined that a hypothesis is “a statement that specifies how two or 
more measurable variables are related.” A hypothesis is formulated in the absence o f 
perfect information and needs to be tested. Stating a null hypothesis (Ho) is assumed to 
be true for the purpose o f the test. If the evidence leads to the rejection of Ho, the 
researcher is able to accept an alternate hypothesis (H a) where a researcher exhibited 
his/her desired conclusion.
Hypothesis 1 is presented to test variables such as the number of machine playing 
hours, the number o f  Las Vegas visits and the amount o f  gaming budgets among heavy, 
medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users. The null and alternate hypothesis would 
be;
Hoi : There is no difference in the fi-equency of playing slot/video machines at casinos in 
Las Vegas among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users.
Statistically, it can be written as, Hoi : X ht=  X mt=  X lt=  Xnr
Hai ; The fi-equency o f playing slot/video machines at casinos in Las Vegas is significantly 
different among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users.
H a i . X ht^  X m£ ^ X ^ p ? ^  X x f
Hypothesis 2 encompasses such variables to test as loyalty and players club 
membership in the Las Vegas casinos among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ 
Internet users. The null and alternate hypothesis would be;
Ho2 : There is no difference in loyalty and players club membership in the Las Vegas 
casinos among heavy, medium, hght and non-computer/Intemet users.
H O 2  . H loyalty  M lo y a lty  L joyalty  N joyalty
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Ha2 : There is difference in loyalty and player club membership in the Las Vegas casinos 
among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
H a2  • H loyalty  ^  h Jlo y a lty  ^  L ioyalty  ^  hlloyalty
Hypothesis 3 includes customer comforts such variables to test as desiring an 
implement o f volume control, more comfortable space between the machines and better 
ergonomic design o f  slot/video machines among heavy, medium, light and non- 
computer/Intemet users. The null and altemate hypothesis would be;
H03 : There is no difference in desire for customer comfort when playing slot/video 
machines among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
Statistically, it can be written as, H03 : Xhc= Xmc= Xlc= Xnc,
Ha3 : There is a difference in desire for customer comfort when playing slot/video
machines among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
Ha3 • Xhc ^  X\4c ^  Xlc ^  Xnc
Hypothesis 4 is illustrated to test variables in customer service such as priority when 
choosing a casino, desiring for interactive computerized services, online customer services 
and altemative payment systems among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet 
users. The null and altemate hypothesis would be;
H04 : There is no difference in the degree of desire for better customer service among
heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
Statistically, it can be written as, H04 : Xhcs= Xmcs= Xlcs= Xncs,
Ha4 : There is a difference in the degree o f desire for better customer service among heavy, 
medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
Ha4 • Xflcs ^  X^4cs Xlcs XjvJcs
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Hypothesis 5 is related to the variable inquiring the interest in Internet gambling among 
heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users. The null and altemate hypothesis 
would be;
H05 : There are no differences in interest in Internet gamble among heavy, medium, light 
and non-computer/Intemet users.
Statistically, it can be written as, H05 : Xwig= XLîg= Xxig.
Has : There are different interest in Intemet gamble among heavy, medium, light and non- 
computer/Intemet users.
Has . Xnig ^  X^ gg ^  X^ ig ^  X^ îg
Design and Structure of Questionnaire 
The questionnaire includes four parts. The first part is a screening interview to 
determine whether a respondent is qualified to interview. If he/she meets the criterion, 
interviewer gives him/her the questionnaire. The remaining first part o f the questionnaire 
seek to identify each respondent’s residency, the number o f trips to Las Vegas for the past 
five years, membership in a slot club and loyalty to casinos in Las Vegas. The choices of 
response to the first part of the questionnaire are combined with adichotomous and open- 
ended format to ease the participants into the main part of the survey. The dichotomous 
or the multichotomous form is a question with choice of two or more altematives that 
most closely corresponds to a respondent’s sentiment. Churchill (1995) illustrated in his 
book, “Marketing Research Methodological Foundations,” that when questionnaires are 
constructed, beginning with open-ended questions helps respondents warm up and give 
them a firame of reference to answering later questions.
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The second part o f  the questionnaire explores the respondent’s various experiences 
with slot/video machines such as level o f sound and allocated space between the machines 
for player’s comfort. The questions incorporate with principles of the Likert method of 
survey desisn discussed by Churchill (1995). The Likert method is a question with series 
of degree to allow respondents to rate their agreement or disagreement (Churchill 1995).
Questions on the third part o f the survey focus on acquiring interest in Internet 
gambling and preferences o f slot/video players toward service technology. The questions 
include how comfortable they are with computer technology and its services. Participants 
are asked to rate how they would react to technological advances in casino customer 
services, such as alternative payment systems and interactive self-service devices.
The last part o f  the questionnaire includes the social and demographic data. The 
remaining questions are related to respondents’ age, sex, marital status, education level, 
occupation, ethnicity and residence. Multichotomous questions are employed for the 
questions o f demographic characteristics. To increase responses to the question regarding 
an exact value o f  household income, the open-ended question was employed instead of 
choices of income range.
Pretest Procedure & Pilot Study
The draft questionnaire was pretested to help develop the final questiormaire. A pilot 
study was conducted from 2:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. for the consecutive three days from 
Friday March 10 to Sunday March 12, 2000. The location o f the study was the comer of 
Las Vegas Boulevard & Flamingo Road. Five hundred forty six people were asked to 
participate in the survey and 52 people responded. Response rate for the sampling survey
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was around 10%. The poor response rate resulted from the lack o f proper identification 
o f the interviewer and uncomfortable area on the street for respondents to participate in 
the survey.
Questions incorporated with summated ratings o f the Likert method, which allows 
respondents to choose their degree of agreement or disagreement with the statements, 
were analyzed for reliability of the questions. Fifty responses were divided into four 
groups after the test was conducted. Those participant with the top 25 % o f the total 
scores on the summated rating questions would be considered to have the most favorable 
attitudes, whereas those with the lowest 25% o f the total scores to the questions would be 
considered to have the least favorable attitudes. According to Churchill (1995), questions 
that have negative or near zero mean difierences between the two groups are poor 
statements and should be eliminated. The mean score of tested question for the favorable 
attitude group exceeded the mean score for the unfavorable attitude group. Two 
questions, which were with a near zero mean difference, were removed from the final 
questionnaire. Finally, the remainders o f the pilot study results were used as a guide for 
discussion o f results from the formal study.
Sampling Process
A population in sampling procedure is defined as “the totality of cases that conform to 
some designated specifications” according to Churchill (1995). The population in this 
study was gamblers who played slot/video machines most often at casinos in Las Vegas. 
Clark County Visitor Statistics (1999) compiled by the Las Vegas Convention and 
Visitors Authority (LVCVA) indicated that approximately 33,809,134 people visited Las
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Vegas during 1999. The Las Vegas Visitor Profile Study (1999) by LVCVA also showed 
that 87% o f Las Vegas visitors gambled and o f those, 75% played the machines most 
often in 1999. As a result, about 22,060,460 people, who played slot/video machines 
most often in Las Vegas, are the population of this study.
Sampling techniques used for this study is non-probability samples, which can not 
estimate the probability that any population element will be included in the sample. Non­
probability samples involve personal judgment somewhere in the process, which the 
judgment imposed by the researcher or by the survey interviewer. Non-probability 
samples can be further divided into convenience, judgment and quota technique (Churchill, 
1995). Of those, convenience samples were used as a  sampling procedure. Convenience 
samples are called accidental samples because they just happen to be where the 
information for the time the study is being collected. The problems with non-probability 
and convenience samples, however, are the fact that they preclude an assessment of 
sampling error and may not represent 100% of the target population. Churchill discussed 
that when participation is voluntary, the sampling plan dose not assure its accurate 
representation. Nonetheless, due to the impossibility o f collecting information from each 
slot/video machine player in Las Vegas, taking a convenient sample o f elements from the 
population is used.
The Confidence Interval Approach, discussed by Shoemaker (1998) is used to yield 
sampling size. Shoemaker stated “it is based on the construction o f confidence intervals 
around the sample means using the standard error formula,” and described how to 
determine the standard deviation o f the population with the technique. The employed 
number of scale points on variables, level of precision and confidence level, is required to
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yield desired sample size. In this study, variables are measured on a one to ten scale, the 
level o f  precision is set by +/- 0.5, and 95% confidence level is desired (Corresponding z 
value for 95% is 1.96). Determining the standard deviation o f  the population is the last 
step. Shoemaker illustrated that the standard deviation of the population may be known 
fi"om previous research, a pilot study, researcher’s judgment, or can be estimated. The 
range o f normally distributed variables, for example, is approximately equal to plus or 
minus 3 standard deviations. Or there is a standard chart developed by Market Facts to get 
the corresponding standard deviation (Table 2). The three typical ranges o f variances for 
a ten-point scale are selected to obtain the sample size. Therefore, the sample size, using 
the formula for the standard error o f the mean, is 
N  = 3^ * 1.96V 0.5^= 139, where n= a^z^/D ^
Table 2.
Variance o f Population
Number of Typical Range
Scale points of Variance
4 0 .7 -1 .3
5 1 .2 -2 .0
6 2 .0 -3 .0
7 2 .5 -4 .0
10 3 .0 -7 .0
Note: fi'om Research on Research, No. 37 (Chicago: Market Facts, Inc., undated).
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Each 139 male and female minimum sample size (total o f 278) was determined. The 
desired sample size was increased to 300 in anticipation of any incomplete or unusable 
surveys. A total o f  323 surveys were collected.
Survey Administration 
The survey was conducted for eight consecutive days during the first week o f  April, 
fi'om Saturday April 1 to Saturday April 8, 2000 at two locations (Table 3). During the 
week, there were no holidays or major events in town which might cause unusual samples. 
To obtain a representative sample o f slot/video players, the survey was carried on during 
eight separate survey sessions, on eight different days, at three different times o f  the day, 
and at two different locations. At each location, every third person passing an interviewer 
was selected in order to reduce the interviewer’s selection bias. I f  the selected individuals 
met the criterion o f  the survey, they were asked to participate. When the foot trafBc 
where the interviewer predetermined to intercept individuals became lessened, every 
second person passing the interviewer was selected. A Tally counter was used by the 
interviewer to log the number o f people intercepted to survey.
Two survey locations were chosen; the comer o f Las Vegas Boulevard & Flamingo 
Road where the most pedestrian traffic occurs and a certain casino on the Strip which 
granted a permission to survey its casino customers. The name o f the casino/hotel will not 
be mentioned in this study because of its confidentiality. The comer o f Las Vegas 
Boulevard and Flamingo Road is in the immediate vicinity o f several of the largest casinos 
in the world such as Caesar’s Palace, Flamingo, Bellagio, Bally’s, Barbary Coast and
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Paris. These locations were chosen because o f  the highest volume of visitor activity so 
that the interviewer could select the most random samples.
The survey was administered only by the researcher. The University o f  Nevada Las 
Vegas name badge was worn by the researcher to identify the survey as an academic 
endeavor as well as to identify the researcher as a student. Tally counter, clipboards, pens 
and questionnaires were materials that the research carried and used.
Table 3
Survev Times and Location
Day Date Time Collected Location
Saturday 4/1/00 Noon - 3 P.M. 25 Las Vegas Blvd & 
Flamingo Rd.
Sunday 4/2/00 3 P.M. - 6 P.M. 17 Las Vegas Blvd & 
Flamingo Rd.
Monday 4/3/00 9 A M . - 3 P.M. 54 Las Vegas Blvd & 
Flamingo Rd.
Tuesday 4/4/00 9 A M. - 9 P.M. 87 A casino
Wednesday 4/5/00 9 A M. - 3 P.M. 26 A casino
Thursday 4/6/00 9 A.M. - 3 P.M. 47 A casino
Friday 4/7/00 8 A M. - 1 P.M. 43 A casino
Saturday 4/8/00 8 A M. - Noon 17 A casino
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction
This chapter will include the response rate o f the survey and the analysis o f the data 
collected. It will describe the collected data for each survey question and results of the 
hypotheses test. SPSS version 8.0, which is a statistical computer software program was 
used for data input and analysis. The collected data was analyzed and portion o f data was 
compared against data from the 1999 Clark County Visitor Statistics, the 1999 Las Vegas 
Visitor Profile Study (L W P S ) compiled by the Las Vegas Convention Visitors 
Authority (LVCVA) and 1997 U.S. Population Characteristics study by Census Bureau.
Survey Response
Response rate for the survey was 32%. A total of 1016 people were intercepted and 
asked to participate in the survey. O f those asked, 323 participated and 693 refused 
(Table 4). O f those who participated, seven surveys were invalid because they were 
incomplete. The survey was conducted for eight days, starting on Saturday, the first day 
of April 2000, and continued for a week.
There were two locations from which the survey was distributed. First location was 
the comer of Las Vegas Boulevard & Flamingo Road where the pretest was conducted. 
The survey at the first location was conducted from Saturday, April 1 to Monday, April 3,
46
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2000. During those three days, 362 people were asked to participate in the survey, and of 
those, 98 people responded (Table 5). Response rate for the study at the first location 
was 27%. The second location of the survey for the 5 days was the lobby and casino areas 
in a certain casino on the Strip. The casino patrons were asked to participate in the survey 
during 5 days fi'om Tuesday, April 3 to Saturday, April 8, 2000. Six hundred fifty-four 
people were asked to participate in the survey and, of those, 225 people answered the 
survey. Response rate for the second location was 34%.
Table 4
Participation in the Survev
Group Frequency Percentage
Intercepted 1016 100%
Participated 323 32%
Refused 693 68%
Invalid Cases 7 0.7%
Total Cases 316 31%
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Response rate varied depending on the survey locations and time o f day and day of 
week (Table 5). Response rates were higher in the lobby/casino area (32%) than on the 
street (27%). Response rates were higher during weekdays (32%) than during weekends 
(27%), and were also higher in the early morning than in the afternoon and early evening.
Table 5
Response Rate by Eight Single Days and Day o f  the Week
Day Participated Asked Percentage
1st day Saturday 25 89 28%
2"“* Sunday 17 90 19%
3"* Monday 54 183 30%
Location 1 Sub Total 96 362 27%
4“* day Tuesday 87 403 22%
5*** Wednesday 26 51 51%
6^ Thursday 47 74 64%
7**' Friday 43 80 54%
8* Saturday 17 46 37%
Location 2 Sub Total 220 654 34%
Total 316 1016 31%
Day of Week
Weekday 257 791 32%
Weekend 59 225 26%
316 1016
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Demographic Survey Data 
This section will describe the collected samples and present frequency tables for each 
survey question. O f 316 total surveys, 303 were visitors (96%) and 13 were locals (4%) 
(Table 6). One hundred forty-seven were male (47%) and 169 were female (53%).
Table 6
Resident Status and Gender of Survev Participants
Resident Status 
Visitors 
Locals 
Total Cases
Frequency
303
13
316
Percentage
96%
4%
100%
Gender
Male
Female
Total Cases
Frequency
147
169
316
Percentage
47%
53%
100%
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They were from 33 different states and 7 other countries (Table 7 & 8). The state of 
California alone contributed 14% to the sample, and had the highest visitor volume among 
33 states (Table 7). Based on the 1999 Las Vegas Visitor Profile Study (LW PS), 
however, 30% o f Las Vegas visitors were from the state of California. Visitors from 
Eastern and Midwestern states in this sample were approximately 10% more than those of 
the 1999 L W P S . Western states contributed 30% to the sample, 18% less than that of 
the 1999 L W P S  Foreign travelers were 10% of the survey, comparing to 13% from the 
1999 L W P S .
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Table 7
State o f Origin
51
State Frequency Percentage
1 Califocmia 45 14.20%
2 New \^o rk 31 9.80%
3 M innesota 20 6.30%
4 Ohio 19 6.00%
5 Illinois 18 5.70%
6 Arizoma 15 4.70%
7 Nevada. 13 4.10%
8 Pennsylvania 13 4.10%
9 Michigan 12 3.80%
10 Texas 12 3.80%
11 Massacchusetts 11 3.50%
12 Florida 10 3.20%
13 Washimgton 9 2.80%
14 Indiana- 8 2.50%
15 Virginia 5 1.60%
16 Colorado 4 1.30%
17 Missouai 4 1.30%
18 New Jejsey 4 1.30%
19 W isconsin 4 1.30%
20 Louisiama 3 0.90%
21 Utah 3 0.90%
22 Idaho 2 0.60%
23 Iowa 2 0.60%
24 Kentucky 2 0.60%
25 North D akota 2 0.60%
26 Oregon 2 0.60%
27 Alaska 1 0.30%
28 Connecticut 1 0.30%
29 Georgia. 1 0.30%
30 Hawaii 1 0.30%
31 Maine 1 0.30%
32 South C  arolina 1 0.30%
33 Wyomimg 1 0.30%
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Table 8
Geographic Origin o f Respondents
Current Study The Las Vegas Visitor Profile 
Study (1999)
U.S. 89% 89%
Eastern States* 19% 10%
Southern States** 12% 12%
Midwestern States*** 28% 18%
Western States**** 30% 48%
California 14% 30%
Canada 7% n/a
Other Countries 3% 11%
Country Where Participants are from
Country Frequency Percentage
United States 280 89%
Canada 21 6.6%
Germany 2 0.6%
Korea 1 0.3%
Mexico 1 0.3%
Russia 1 0.3%
Sweden 1 0.3%
United Kingdom 3 0.9%
Note: *Eastem states: Connecticut, Delaware, District o f Columbia, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and 
Vermont.
**Southem States: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Termessee, Texas, Virginia, and 
West Virginia
***Midwestem State: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin
»**Western states: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, 
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming
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Nineteen percent of respondents were first-time visitors to Las Vegas. This was the 
second or third trip during the last five years for 33% o f the participant (Table 9). Forty- 
three percent had four or more visits to Las Vegas during the last five years. The average 
number of trips to Las Vegas in the past five years were 6.12, which is almost identical 
with 6.1 of the L W P S . Fifty-two years o f age is an average age o f  the participants.
One hundred thirty-eight survey participants (43%) were slot club members in casinos 
in Las Vegas, and 174 players (54%) were non-members (Table 9). Slot club members 
consisted o f 55 male members and 80 female members out o f 316 participants. Of total 
148 male players, 55 players are the club members whereas 80 members are female out of 
total 169 female players. Female players (47%) have a higher enrollment to the clubs than 
do male players (37%) (Table 9).
According to the L W P S , average number of gambling hours per day among Las 
Vegas visitors was about four hours which is about an hour less than those o f frequenty 
slot/video machine players. The average budget for playing the machines was $600 
among frequent slot/video machine players, which is over $40 more than that of the 
L W P S  (Table 9). While L W P S  surveyed Las Vegas visitors, surveying only frequent 
slot/video machine players in this study is regarded as the reason o f the discrepancy 
between the two studies.
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Table 9
Gamine Behaviors
Current Study The Las Vegas Visitor 
Profile Study (1999)
First time visitors 19% 26
Repeated visitors 76% 74
2 — 3"* times 33% n/a
4*** and over 43% n/a
Average # o f trips 6.12 6.1
Average age 52 49.9
Slot club members 43% n/a
Male 55 (37%) n/a
Female 80 (47%) n/a
Non-members 54% n/a
Average playing hours 5 3.9
Average budget $ 600 $ 559
Median budget $ 300 n/a
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About seven in ten slot/video machine players (72%) were older than 40 years o f age, 
with an average age of 52 years (Table 10). The 51 to 60 years o f age group is the most 
frequent slot/video machine players among participants (Figure 2). Sixty percent (179 
participants) had a household income o f  $40,000 (Table 10). The income range of 
$40,001 to $80,000 is the most frequent household income that participants answered 
(Figure 2)
Table 10
Aee & Income o f Participants
Age Frequency Percent
Under 30 41 13%
3 1 -4 0 42 13%
41 - 50 45 14%
5 1 -6 0 80 25%
61 -7 0 59 19%
Above 70 44 14%
No answer 5 2%
316 100%
Average age 52.04
Income Frequency Percent
Under $40,000 49 16%
$40,001 - 80,000 96 30%
$80,001 - 120,000 56 18%
$120,000 or more 27 9%
No answer 88 28%
316 100%
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Figure 2
Age & Income Range Distribution
Under 30 31 - 40 41 - 50 51 - 60 61 - 70 Above 70
35%
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Under
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120,000
$120,000 or 
more
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Sixty-nine percent o f the participants are married, and 75% have at least some college 
education (Table 11). Frequent slot/video machine players tended to have a college 
education (Figure 3).
Table 11
Marital Status & Education Level
Marital Status Frequency Percent
Married 222 70%
Single 48 15%
Separated/Divorced 17 5%
widowed 13 4%
No answer 16 4%
316 100%
Education Frequency Percent
Less than high school 8 3%
High school diploma 47 15%
Some college 101 32%
Graduated college 92 29%
Graduate school 49 16%
Technical school 16 5%
No answer 3 1%
316 100%
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Figure 3
Education Level Distribution
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Fifty-seven percent work full-time, three out o f ten slot/video machine players (31%) 
are working in professional or technical fields. Twenty-eight percent were retired, and 
85% were White/Caucasians (Table 12).
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Table 12
Work Full Time, Occupation & Ethnicity
Full Time Work Frequency Percent
Work full time 180 57%
Not work full time 136 43%
316 100%
Occupation Frequency Percent
Professional/technical 100 32%
Managers/officials/Proprie 47 15%
tors
Sales/Clerical 17 5%
Service 6 2%
College student 11 3%
Craftworker/fbremen 8 3%
Agricultural 2 1%
Self-employed 11 3%
Others 21 7%
Retired 89 28%
No answer 4 1%
316 100%
Ethnicity Frequency Percent
White/Caucasian 276 87%
African American 3 1%
lEspanic/Latin American 14 4%
Asian/Pacific Islander 10 3%
Other 2 1%
No answer 11 3%
316 100%
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Psychographic Survey Data 
About seven in ten slot/video players (78%) use computers (Table 13). This figure is 
substantially higher than 47.1% o f the study “Computer Use in the United States” 
conducted by US Census Bureau in 1997. It might be an outdated data to compare with. 
The Profile of Computer Users found by Intel Corporation indicated that 81% of 
Americans use personal computers (Intel Corporation, 2000). Although the study of Intel 
Corporation even included respondents who are younger than 21, which the ages are not 
only excluded fi'om this study, but also not allowed to gambled in Nevada, computer 
usage by fi'equent slot/video players is similar with that of Intel’s study.
Forty-two percent o f the samples use computers both at home and work (Table 13). 
Twenty-seven percent and nine percent use computers only at home or work, respectively. 
About two in ten slot/video players in the sample (22%) never use computers. Male and 
female slot/video machine players have statistically similar rates o f both using computers 
and the Internet. About 71% of total participants use the Internet. The study conducted 
by Travel Industry Association o f America showed that business travelers are much more 
likely than are total travelers to use the Internet (70% vs. 53%). Slot/video machine 
players tended to use the Internet as much as do firequent business travelers.
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Table 13
Use o f Computers and the Internet
COMPUTER
Frequency Percent
Do not use computers 71 22%
Both home and work 133 42%
Home 84 27%
Work 28 9%
316 100%
Computer Use
Sex Respondents Frequency Percentage
Male 147 114 77.55%
Female 169 131 77.51%
316 245
INTERNET
Frequency Percent
Do not use the Internet 90 28%
Both home and work 101 32%
Home 95 30%
Work 29 9%
No answer 1 0%
316 100%
Internet Use
Sex Respondents Frequency Percentage
Male 147 105 71.43%
Female 169 120 71.01%
316 225
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The Graphics, Visualization, & Usability (GVU) Center is an interdisciplinary research 
lab affiliated with Georgia Tech's College o f Computing. The data, GUV’s 10*** WWW 
user survey collected in October 1998, was compared to this research data (Table 14). 
The majority o f slot/video machine players (35%) use the Internet less than an hour per 
week. Fifteen percent o f the sample used the Internet two to four hours per week, and 
17% o f slot/video machine players used the Internet from five to 40 hours per week. In 
contrast, the most frequent range of Internet hours in the GUV’s sample was 10 to 20 
hours per week, accounting for 34% o f GUV’s total sample. The next two levels o f usage 
were 40 hours (21%) and seven to nine hours (13%) per week. Statistically, slot/video 
machine players use the Internet less hours than do average Americans.
The survey asked participants to rate their computer skill on a ten-point scale. As 22% 
o f respondents indicated that they do not use computers in Table 13, 22% of participants 
reported that their computer skills are less than three on the ten-point scale as well. Fifty- 
three percent o f slot/video machine players reported that their computer skills are more 
than six on a ten-point scale (Table 14).
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Table 14
Online Usage and Computer Skill Level
Online Hours Usage Current Study GUV’s Survey
Do not go online 90 (28%) 0
Less than 1 hours 110(35%) 24 (1%)
2 - 4  hours 48 (15%) 244 (9%)
5 - 6  hours 19 (6%) 290 (11%)
7 - 9  hours 11 (3%) 349 (13%)
10 - 20 hours 23 (7%) 914(34% )
2 1 - 4 0  hours 2 (1%) 558 (21%)
Over 40 hours 1 (0%) 275 (10%)
No answer 12 (3%)
316 2654
Average Hours Usage 2.8 hours/week n/a
Computer Skill Frequency Percent
1 31 10%
2 20 6%
3 19 6%
4 18 6%
5 43 14%
6 32 10%
7 62 20%
8 46 15%
9 10 3%
10 17 5%
No answer 18 6%
316 100%
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Three variables, online minutes per week, a computer skill level and places of using 
computers, were selected to determine heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet 
users. Quartiles of online minutes per week and a computer skill level were examined 
(Table 15). Based on three variables, “heavy users” were determined to be those who use 
computers both at work and at home for more than 150 online minutes per week with 
seven or higher computer skill level. “Medium users” were categorized as those who use 
computers with less than seven and greater than six skill level for more than 60 and less 
than 150 online minutes per week. “Light users” were determined to be those who use 
computers with less than six and higher than four skill level for more than five online 
minutes per week. Non users were defined as those who do not use computers.
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Table 15
Statistics o f  Online Minutes and Computer Skill Level
Online Minutes Computer Skill 
Level
N 304 298
No answer 12 18
Minutes The Level
Mean 172 6
Median 60 6
Percentiles 25 0 4
50 60 6
75 158 7
Table 16
Distribution o f  the Four Testing Groups
Frequency Percent
Heavy users 31 10%
Medium users 125 40%
Light users 79 25%
Non users 71 22%
No answer 10 3%
316 100%
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The majority o f  slot/video machine players were considered as medium computer 
users in the sample (Figure 4). About forty percent participants were in the medium 
usage category. One out o f ten slot/video machine players is a heavy computer user. 
Non-computer users take 20% share o f the sample.
Figure 4
The Four Groups Distribution
Heavy users Medium users Light users Non users No answer
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The distribution o f the four groups in the Age Range is shown in Table 17. The 
highest portion o f  heavy users spread in the Under 30 years of age group. The medium 
user group scattered in the 31 to 40 years o f  age group and the highest portion of light 
users were in the 51 to 60 year-old group. The younger age group tended to be heavy and 
medium users. The older age groups tended to be light and non-users. Non-computer 
users were appeared the most in the above 61 years old age group.
The distribution o f the users groups in the Income Range was shown in Table 17. Most 
heavy and medium users were in the Income Range of $80,001 to $120,000, shown in 
Table 17. There were as many light users as non-computer users in the Income Range 
$40,001 to 80,000. It appeared that the more household incomes, the more they are 
computer/Internet literate.
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Age & Income Ranee Distribution o f the Four Testing Groups
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Age Groups Heavy users Medium users Light users Non users No
answer
Total
Under 30 6 23 7 4 40
15% 58% 18% 10% 100%
3 1 -4 0 5 25 6 4 40
13% 63% 15% 10% 100%
4 1 -5 0 6 24 14 1 45
13% 53% 31% 2 % 100%
51 -60 11 30 26 12 79
14% 38% 33% 15% 100%
61 -7 0 1 17 13 25 56
2% 30% 23% 45% 100%
Above 70 2 5 11 24 42
5% 12% 26% 57% 100%
No answer 1 2 1 10 14
Income Heavy users Medium users Light users Non users No Total
Range answer
Under $40K 4 17 17 10 48
6% 54% 19% 21% 100%
$40,001 - 10 29 31 24 94
80K
10% 33% 31% 26% 1125%
$80,001 - 10 22 16 6 54
120K
13% 59% 17% 11% 100%
Over $120K 3 14 7 3 27
7% 52% 30% 11% 100%
No answer 13 14 28 28 10 93
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Shown at Table 18, slot/video machine players who are married tended to be light 
computer/Internet users while singles tended to be medium users. Heavy users were 
mostly dispersed in the separated/divorced marital status. The widowed were mostly 
non-computer/Intemet users. Based on education level, high school graduates did not use 
computer/Internet as much as do users with college education. Slot/video machine players 
who had a graduate school or some college education (those who had not graduated 
college), were determined to be the most frequent heavy users. Slot/video machine 
players who had a graduate school or a technical/vocational school education were 
generally medium users.
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Table 18
Marital & Education Distribution o f the Four Testing Groups
married single
separated/
divorced widowed no answer Total
Heavy users 21
10%
4
9%
3
19%
0
0%
1
33%
29
Medium users 83
39%
23
49%
7
44%
4
31%
2
67%
119
Light users 62
29%
9
19%
4
25%
1
8% 0%
76
Non users 48
22%
11
23%
2
13%
8
62% 0%
69
No answer 10
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 316
some 
high school
high
school
some
college
graduated
college
graduate
school
technical/
vocation
no
answer
Total
Heavy
0%
4
9%
12
12%
9
10%
6
13%
0
0 %
0
0%
31
Medium 2
25%
8
17%
37
38%
41
46%
27
56%
9
56%
1
50%
125
Light 2
25%
15
33%
28
29%
22
25%
6
13%
5
31%
1
50%
79
Non 4
50%
19
41%
20
21%
16
18%
9
19%
2
13%
0
0%
70
No answer 11 11
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 316
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The Hypotheses Testing 
This section will examine all hypotheses presented in Chapter 3 with appropriate 
testing methods. Simple summary statistics will be used when the mean, median and 
standard deviation are appropriate measures for the variables in the survey. When the 
relationship among categorical variables is examined, for example, relationship among 
membership o f a slot club and the four computer user groups, the cross-tabulation method 
win be used. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) will be applied when comparing more than 
two population means.
Norusis (1997) stated in his SPSS Data Analysis book that when cross-tabulation, 
Independent-Sample T-test or ANOVA test results in the observed significance level less 
than 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. In other words, when the significance level is 
below 0.05, the differences lie among the groups compared. The significant F ratio, 
however, describes only whether all population means are equal. Thus, multiple 
comparison procedures, such as the Bonferroni test, should be applied to examine which 
groups are different fi'om each other. Norusis indicated that Bonferroni procedure is one 
of the simplest multiple comparison procedure. For the difference to be significant, the F 
ratio o f Bonferroni should be less than 0.05 as well.
Hypothesis 1 is presented to test variables such as the number of machine playing 
hours, the number o f Las Vegas visits and the amount of gaming budgets of heavy, 
medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users. The null and alternate hypotheses are;
Ho I: There is no difference in the fi-equency of playing slot/video machines at casinos in 
Las Vegas among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users.
HOi: Xnf= Xmt=  XLf= XNf)
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Haï : Significant F is less than 0.05 or Xmt Xxr
The ANOVA test was used to test hypothesis 1 for the number o f Las Vegas visits, the 
number o f machine playing hours and the amount o f gaming budgets (Table 19). The 
observed significant Fs o f the three variables were less than 0.05. The null hypothesis that 
no difference exists in the frequency o f  playing slot/video machines among the four groups 
was rejected. Thus, it is likely that differences exist significantly in the Las Vegas visits, 
playing hours and gaming budgets among heavy, medium, light and non-users. The 
Bonferroni multiple comparison test indicated that non-computer/Intemet users are 
significantly different from medium users in Las Vegas visits, playing hours and gaming 
budgets (Table 20).
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Table 19
Summary o f Statistics: Las Vegas Visits. Playing Hours and Gaming Budgets
Variables Significance F Users Mean Median
# o f visits 0.038 Heavy 5.04 3.5
Medium 4.74 3
Light 5.90 3
Non 7.88 5
Play hours 0.028 Heavy 5.6 5
Medium 4.2 3
Light 4.6 3
Non 5.6 5
Gaming budgets 0.008 Heavy $ 990 $ 450
Medium $ 397 $ 200
Light $ 648 $ 350
Non $ 726 $ 450
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Table 20
Results o f Bonferroni Procedure - Las Vesas Visits. Plaving Hours and Gaming Budgets
Variables Groups Mean The meein o f  item is significantly different
from the mean(s) o f time(s) indicated
Las Vegas Visits
A Heavy 5
B Medium 4.7 D
C Light 5.9
D Non 7.88 B
Play Hours
A Heavy 5.4
B Medium 4.2 D
C Light 4.6
D Non 5.6 B
Budgets
A Heavy $ 990
B Medium $ 397 D
C Light $ 648
D Non $ 741 B
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Non-computer users were more likely frequent players than were medium users. It also 
appeared that those who visited Las Vegas more frequently use computer/Internet the 
least. The results indicated that the two extreme groups, heavy and non- 
computer/Intemet users, tended to play slot/video machines longer with larger budgets 
than medium and light computer/Intemet users (Figure 5 & 6).
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Figure 5
The Four Groups Frequency- Number o f Visits, Playing Hours
MediumHeavy
Hea\y Medium
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Figure 6
The Four Groups Frequency- Gambling Budgets
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Hypothesis 2 included such variables to test as player’s loyalty and slot club 
membership in Las Vegas among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ Internet users. 
The null and alternate hypotheses are;
H02 : There is no difference in loyalty among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/ 
Internet users.
Ha2 : Chi-Square Significant F is less than 0.05.
Loyalty and slot club membership variables could be best summarized by the cross­
tabulation method because it does not make sense to compare statistical means for the 
four groups in loyalty and membership with Las Vegas casinos. Chi-square test was used 
to examine significance levels of testing the hypothesis. Presented in Table 21, the 
observed significance level for the Pearson Chi-square for both Loyalty and Membership 
are less than 0.05. Since the observed significance levels are small, the null hypothesis, 
that there is no difference in loyalty among heavy, medium, light and non-computer users, 
are rejected. About 63% o f heavy users are loyal to a particular casino in Las Vegas, and 
it appears that they are more likely loyal than are any other groups.
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Table 21
Results o f Crosstabulation - Lovaltv and Slot Club Membership.
Groups Loyal Not loyal Total
Heavy 19 11 30
Row% 63% 37% 100%
Medium 52 73 125
42% 58% 100%
Light 29 50 79
37% 63% 100%
Non 35 33 68
52% 48% 100%
Total 135 167 302
Chi-Square Tests
Value D f Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 8 3 0.046
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5.
Slot club Non-member Total
Heavy 21 9 30
Row % 70% 30% 100%
Medium 40 82 122
34% 67% 100%
Light 32 42 74
44% 56% 100%
Non 34 36 70
49% 51% 100%
Total 127 169 296
Chi-Square Tests
Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 15 3 0.002
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5.
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It shows that as the usage increases, so does loyalty (Figure 7). Non 
computer/Intemet users are, however, loyal as much as heavy users. They are also more 
likely loyal than are medium and light users. About 58% o f the medium users and 63% o f  
the light users are not loyal to a specific casino in Las Vegas. Therefore, the two extreme 
users groups, the heavy and non-computer/Intemet users, are more likely loyal to their 
chosen Las Vegas casinos than are medium and light users (Figure 7). The Medium and 
light users are also less likely members of slot clubs in Las Vegas than are heavy and non­
computer users (Figure 7).
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Figure 7
The Four Groups Frequency- Loyalty and Slot Club Membership
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Hypothesis 3 included customer comfort demand such variables to test as desiring an 
implement o f  volume control, more comfortable space between the machines and better 
ergonomic design o f  slot/video machines among heavy, medium, light and non- 
computer/Intemet users. The null and alternate hypotheses are;
H03 : There is no difference in desire for customer comfort when playing slot/video 
machines among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
H03 : Xhc — Xmc — Xlc ~ Xnc,
Has : Significant F is less than 0.05 or Xhc=F: Xmc *  X^c?  ^X^c.
The ANOVA test was utilized for the variables; desiring an implement of volume control, 
more comfortable space between the machines and better ergonomic design of slot/video 
machines (Table 22). The observed significance level for the volume control variable was 
1.649, thus the null hypothesis was not rejected. It is unlikely that desire o f a volume 
control on slot/video machines is different for the four groups in the population. As 
shown the mean figures o f the Volume Control variable in Table 22, however, it is likely 
that slot/video machine players fairly want to control the machine’s sound volume.
The ergonomic design variable ANOVA test showed its observed significance level 
0.197, and the null hypothesis was not rejected as well. It is unlikely that there is 
difference in desiring slot/video machines’ better ergonomic design among the four groups 
in the population. The last variable for the hypothesis inquiring customer demand in 
comfort is the variable for more comfortable space between slot/video machines. The 
observed significance level was 0.036, thus the null hypothesis was rejected. It is likely 
that desire for more comfortable space between the machines was different among the four
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Table 22
Comforts in Demand
Variable Significance Groups Mean
Volume control 1.694 Heavy 6.42
Medium 6.62
Light 6.63
Non 5.7
Space 0.036 Heavy 5.68
Medium 5.99
Light 6.17
Non 5.15
Ergonomics 0.197 Heavy 4.45
Medium 5.38
Light 5.09
Non 4.82
Result o f Bonferroni Procedure
Item Groups Mean The mean o f  item is significantly different 
fi'om the mean(s) o f  item(s) indicated
Space
A Heavy 5.68
B Medium 5.99
C Light 6.17 D
D Non 5.15 C
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Figure 8
Comfortable Space Preference
Medium
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groups. The Bonferroni multiple comparison procedure showed that light computer users 
are significantly different in demanding more comfortable space between slot/video 
machines fi'om non-computer/Intemet users (Table 22).
Hypothesis 4 is illustrated to test variables in customer service such as a priority when 
choosing a casino, desiring for interactive computerized services, online customer services 
and alternative payment systems among heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet 
users. The null and alternate hypotheses are;
H04 : There is no difference in the degree of desire for better customer service among 
heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users.
H O 4 ; X h c s  ~  X m c s — X lc s  ~  X n c s ,
Ha4 : Significant F is less than 0.05 or Xhcs^ Xmcs =!^Xlcs  ^Xnm
The ANOVA test for the variable, exceptional customer service prior to a slot/video 
machine’s payout when choosing a casino, was applied. The observed significant F was 
0.611, thus the null hypothesis was not rejected (Table 23). There is no difference in the 
degree o f desire for better customer service than machine payout among heavy, medium, 
light and non-computer/Intemet users. It is likely that exceptional customer service is not 
a priority for slot/video machine players to choose casinos. “Interactive Computerized 
Service” was selected variable as to test. The observed significance level was greater than 
0.05 (Table 23). The null hypothesis was not rejected. Based on the mean figures of the 
“Interactive Computerized Service” variable, shown in Figure23, however, slot/video 
machine players fairly want to use the service, which allows them to communicate 
instantly with casino staff regarding their service needs. The null hypothesis of the 
“Alternative Payment System” variable was not rejected as well because of greater
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observed significance level than 0.05 (Table 23). As shown in Table 23, however, it is 
likely that slot/video machine players somewhat agreed that the system would help 
increase satisfaction with a casino that provide it.
The four computer/Intemet user groups were not different fi'om one another in the 
three variables; prioritization to customer service when choosing a casino, preference to 
interactive computerized services and satisfaction with alternative payment systems. 
However, the four computer/Intemet groups were different in response o f the variable, 
“preference to casinos providing on-line customer service over the Intemet,” according to 
the observed significance level, which was less than .000 (Table 23). Based on the 
Bonferroni multiple comparison test, medium users were significantly different fi'om both 
light and non-computer users in preference for casinos providing on-line customer service 
over the Intemet (Table 23).
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Table 23
Customer Service Demand— Exceptional, Interactive, Online Service and Alternative 
Payment System.
Variable Significance Groups Mean
Exceptional 0.611 Heavy 4.42
Service Medium 4.53
Light 4.05
Non 4.6
Interactive 0.329 Heavy 6.16
Computerized Medium 6.35
Service Light 6.15
Non 5.61
Online 0.000 Heavy 5.19
Customer Medium 5.56
Service Light 3.99
Non 4.03
Alternative 0.831 Heavy 5.90
Payment Medium 5.90
System Light 6.00
Non 5.57
Item Groups Mean The mean of item is significantly different
fi’om the mean(s) o f item(s) indicated
Online
service
A Heavy 5.19
B Medium 5.56 C ,D
C Light 3.99 B
D Non 4.03 B
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Figure 9
Online Customer Service Demand
M e d iu m
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Hypothesis 5 is related to the variable inquiring the interest in Internet gambling among 
heavy, medium, light and non-ccmputer/Intemet users. The null and alternate hypotheses 
are;
H 05 ; There are no differences in interest in Internet gambling among heavy, medium, light 
and non-computer/Intemet users.
Hos : XHig= XMig= XLig= Xwig,
Has : Significant F is less than 0.05 or Xnig^  ^Xwig Xxig
The ANOVA test for the variable, “Internet Gambling Interest”, was examined. The 
observed significance level was less than 0.05, thus the null hypothesis was rejected (Table 
24). There was significant difference in the interest in Internet gambling among the four 
computer/Internet user groups. The Bonferroni multiple comparison test indicated that the 
medium users were significantly different from light and non-users in the interest in 
Internet gambling. As shown the mean figures o f  the “Internet Gambling” variable in 
Figure 24, however, it is unlikely that slot/video machine players in Las Vegas appealed to 
gamble online. As shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6 , medium computer/Internet users were the 
most frequent group among slot/video machine players in this study. They were, however, 
the least frequent gamblers in Las Vegas. Their “Las Vegas Visits,” “Playing Hours” and 
“Budgets” are the lowest among the four groups. On the contrary, Internet gambling 
interest among medium users was the strongest o f aU groups surveyed (Figure 24).
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Table 24
Internet Gambling Interest
Variable____________ Significance_________Groups_____________ Mean
Internet Gambling 0.024 Heavy 3.23
Medium 3.85
Light 2.79
Non 2.72
Item Groups Mean The mean of item is significantly different
____________________________ fi~om the mean(s) o f item(s) indicated
Internet Gambling
A Heavy 3.23
B Medium 3.85 C,D
C Light 2.79 B
D Non 2.72 B
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Figure 10
Internet Gambling Interest
Medium
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Summary
The survey was offered to 1,016 people, 323 slot/video machine players participated in 
the survey. The response rate (32%) varied depending on the survey locations and time 
and day o f week. About 96% participants were visitors, and 4% were locals. There were 
more female slot/video players than males in the Las Vegas Strip market. The majority o f 
slot/video players in the Las Vegas Strip market were repeat visitors (76%). They mostly 
come from Western States, particularly California, and Midwestern states. Visitors from 
overseas totaled 10% in the sample. The average number o f Las Vegas visits for the last 
five years was six times. On average, they were 52 years o f age, playing five hours with 
$600 budget.
About seven in ten slot/video players (72%) were older than 40 years o f age. Sixty 
percent had a household income o f $40,000 or more. Sixty-nine percent of the 
participants are married, and 75% have at least some college education. Fifty-seven 
percent work full-time, three out o f ten slot/video machine players (31%) were working in 
professional or technical fields. Twenty-eight percent were retired, and 85% were 
White/Caucasians.
About 78% of participants use computers. About 89% of them use the Web for three 
hours per week on average. Heavy, medium, light and non-computer/Intemet users were 
determined by online minutes per week, a computer skill level and the place of using 
computers. Heavy users were 10%, and 40% were medium users. Twenty-five percent 
were light users, and 2 2% were non-computer/Intemet users in the sample.
Non-computer/Intemet users were significantly different from medium users in the 
frequency of playing slot/video machines in Las Vegas. Non-computer/Intemet users
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were more likely to visit Las Vegas often, play the machines and have gambling budgets 
than were medium users. It also appeared that fi-equent Las Vegas visitors use less 
computer/Internet than infi*equent visitors.
As many heavy users as non-computer/Intemet users were more likely than were any 
other groups to be loyal to a casino they patronize and have a membership with a slot 
club. Based on the Bonferroni multiple comparison test, non-computer/Intemet users were 
significantly diflferent in demanding more comfortable space between slot/video machines 
from light users. The test also indicated that the non users were significantly different from 
light computer/Intemet users in preference to casinos providing on-line customer service 
over the Intemet. It appeared that non-computer/Intemet users did not prefer to casinos 
providing online customer service more than did the light and the medium users.
Slot/video machine players showed their interests in controlling the machine’s sound 
volume and in using interactive computerized service. The alternative payment system 
appealed to them as well. Ergonomic slot/video machine design and exceptional customer 
service were not important to them.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction
We have been living in the Information Age since the year o f  1995, when personal 
computers sold more than TV sets, and the number o f e-mail messages exceeded the 
number o f  regular stamped letters (Newell, 2000). The Web has headed toward the 
center o f  our lives and the wireless technology will even lead us toward staying online 
more than offline. The Information Age encourages frequent travelers to use the 
computer/Intemet at any time without the aid o f service personnel. They use the 
computer/Intemet for booking airline tickets, rental cars and hotel rooms more often than 
do non-frequent travelers. Proposed hypotheses presented in Chapter 1 and 3 were 
simply begun with the results of a study by the Travel Industry Association o f America 
(1999), that frequent travelers used the Intemet more often than non-frequent travelers. 
As indicated in the Las Vegas Visitors Profile Study, the Las Vegas gaming market is 
comprised o f  74% o f frequent Las Vegas visitors. Therefore, it could be assumed that 
seven out o f  then Las Vegas frequent travelers are computer/Intemet users.
As the Age o f  Information and Interactivity changes the way we live, strategies of 
successful companies will likewise have to change. The recent changes o f the Las Vegas 
gaming market toward a family entertainment venue and a major convention destination
95
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have invited even more computer/Intemet literate travelers to Las Vegas. Not only the 
Las Vegas gaming market has changed, but also slot/video machines that resides in 
casinos have changed to the kind o f a personal computer platform and game software. 
This raised the question whether computer/Intemet contents and services that frequent 
gamblers use would change the characteristics o f frequent slot/video machine gamblers in 
the Las Vegas Strip. Further, frequent computer/Intemet use also might have influenced 
gamblers’ service expectations because o f convenient and instant contents and services 
that computer/Intemet offers.
With interactive and instant contents and services, consumers are able to find 
altemative choices o f goods and services on the Web quickly at any time o f day. As 
consumers found contents and services in the Web outstanding and convenient, they began 
to expect more and various services. And e-business operators responded with more 
services, brought the services to the Web, or vice versa. In addition, reduced time to find 
lower price and better service altematives on the Web decreased consumer loyalty to 
existing favorite brands or merchants. As a result, computer/Intemet users expect that 
every service that they want is available on the Web. Intemet casinos, o f course, are 
available on the Web and their business is experiencing explosive growth.
A slot/video machine platform and its game software tended to trail those of a 
computer. Slot/video machines in production featured high-quality graphics and audio 
entertainment that make playing on casino floors similar to playing arcade games on 
personal computers. New machines that are in progress to be manufactured will provide 
players with online reservation systems. Presumably, playing slot/video machines is 
becoming closer to using personal computers.
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It is not surprising that excessive usage o f PCs is prevalent among average Americans. 
As a result, repetitive-motion by using a keyboard and the mouse exposes computer users 
to expose to repeated-trauma injuries. Awareness o f health problems associated with 
excessive PC use has certainly grown as well as the importance of ergonomic principles in 
using computers. Likewise, safety, comfort and well-being while playing slot/video 
machines is likely to be present because o f the similarity between computers and the 
machines.
This research attempted to identify computer/Intemet literacy o f serious slot/video 
machine players and to understand their different gambling behaviors, such as loyalty, 
expectation o f  comfortable ambience and customer service, and Intemet gambling interest. 
This research then divided the players into heavy, medium, light and non- 
computer/Intemet users based on self-reported computer skill level, online hours per week 
and places o f using computers.
Discussion o f  Results
According to the study, about eight in ten slot/video players (78%) used computers. 
The Profile o f computer users found by Intel Corporation indicated that 81% of 
Americans use PCs (Intel Corporation, 2000). There was a 10% difference between the 
two figures because the Intel Corporation study included teenagers who were excluded in 
this research. Therefore, slot/video machine players had almost the same computer usage 
rate that average Americans have. The Intemet usage rate of this study was significantly 
different fi'om the GUV”s. Half o f slot/video machine players (50%) used the Web for 
four hours or less per week. When compared this to the GUV’s 10^ survey, the Intemet
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usage rate of slot/video machine players was significantly lower. More than 50% of 
GUV’s respondents used the Web more than 10 and less than 40 hours per week.
Ten percent of the sample were heavy computer/Intemet users. Four out o f ten 
slot/video machine players were medium users, 25% were light and 22% were non- 
computer/Intemet users (Table 16). The majority o f  the heavy users were those who are 
separated/divorced, under 30 years o f age with graduate school education and their 
household incomes were over $80,000 a year. Medium users were determined to be those 
who are single, age between 31 to 50 years of age with more than a college education and 
their household incomes varied to all income levels. Light users were found to be married 
and mostly 41 to 60 years o f age with more than a high school diploma. Finally, most 
non-computer/Intemet users were widowed, over 60 years of age without a college 
education and their household incomes were under $80,000 a year. Slot/video machine 
players, who were older, married, less educated and had less household incomes, had 
lower computer/Intemet usage. On the other hand, those who were younger, single 
(including separated/divorced), more educated, and more yearly incomes, had heavier 
usage o f computer/Intemet.
Unlike the fact that frequent travelers used the Intemet more often than non-frequent 
travelers in the study found by Travel Industry Association of America (1999), this 
research found that the most frequent Las Vegas travelers among participants were non- 
computer/Intemet users. As shown in Figure 5, the amount o f computer/Intemet usage 
decreases as the number o f  Las Vegas Visits increases.
Non-computer/Intemet users drive the Las Vegas slot/video gambling market and are 
frequent slot/video machine players in Las Vegas according to this research. They visited
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Las Vegas more often, played slot/video machines longer with larger budgets than other 
tested groups (Table 20).
Imagine there is a point that separates each bar between loyal and not loyal in Figure 7. 
These four points then can be connected by one curved line. The slope o f the line will 
assume a bowl curve. This tells us that when computer/Intemet usage goes from light to 
non, loyalty to their chosen casinos increases. Interestingly, the loyalty also increases 
when computer/Intemet usage goes to heavier. Among the four groups, heavy 
computer/Intemet users were the most loyal to the casinos. The bowl shape curve is even 
pronounced with regards to Slot Club Membership. As far as loyalty and slot club 
membership are concemed, heavy computer/Intemet ifsers are in the lead. A decreasing 
degree o f  computer/Intemet users’ loyalty to their favorite brands and merchants, caused 
by interactive and immediate Intemet contents and services, could not be applied to 
gambling behaviors o f the four different computer/Intemet groups. Not as many non- 
computer/Intemet users were loyal to their chosen casinos as were heavy users; non users 
were slot club members and more loyal than medium and light computer/Intemet users.
It was assumed that as computer/Intemet usage of slot/video machine players became 
heavier, customer service and comfort that they demand would increase. Exceptional 
customer service was not a priority for choosing a casino. As shown in Figures 8 and 9, 
heavy users did not desire more in terms of comfort with space between slot/video 
machines and online customer service than medium and light users groups. On the other 
hand, non-computer/Intemet users had the least demand for comfortable space and online 
customer service among the user groups.
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A platform o f slot/video machines and that o f computers alike, assumed that as the 
computer/Intemet usage became heavier, the importance o f  the ergonomics of slot/video 
machine design would increase. Repetitive-motion by using a keyboard and the mouse 
was viewed to be similar to repetitive-motion by pressing betting buttons and pulling the 
levers at slot/video machines. The study suggested, however, there was no significant 
relationship among the four groups in ergonomics o f  slot/video machines.
According to this research, most slot/video players preferred interactive computerized 
service, altemative payment systems and the volume control implement for slot/video 
machines. “Video Concierge, ” the interactive computerized service that Treasure Island 
initiated failed to attract customers in 1997. It could be reintroduced to the Las Vegas 
market in order to meet what appears to be a current customer desire. Based on the mean 
figures o f the “Interactive Computerized Service” variable, shown in Table 23, slot/video 
machine players want to use such a service, which allows them to communicate instantly 
with casino staff regarding their service needs.
Slot/video players in the Las Vegas Strip market prefer an altemative payment system 
contrary to David Anders’s statement presented in Chapter I. According to Table 23, it is 
likely that slot/video machine players somewhat believe that the altemative payment 
system would help increase satisfaction with casinos that provide it.
As shown, the mean figures of the Volume Control variable in Figure 22, indicated that 
slot/video machine players generally would prefer to control the machine’s sound volume. 
The ability for slot/video machine players to control the machines sound volume is, 
therefore, recommended based on this research.
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As indicated earlier, the largest population o f slot/video machine players in the sample 
was the elderly and non-computer/Intemet users. Among non-computer/Intemet users, 
those who are over 60 years old were the most frequent players (Table 17). However, 
non-computer/Intemet users in the age group will decrease substantially in the next 10 
years. Shown in Table 17, when most medium and light computer/Intemet users in the 
age group, those who currently are between 51 to 60 years old, become over 61 years old, 
non-computer/Intemet users will no longer drive the Las Vegas slot/video gaming market. 
Medium and light computer/Intemet users will replace the non-users in the next 10 years 
and they could change their usage over that period o f time.
Slot/video machine players, who are between 41 to 50 years old, are considered as the 
Nintendo generation (Provenzo, 1991). The Nintendo generation is the generation, which 
has grown up playing video games in the 1970s and has used personal computers either at 
work and at home in the 1980s and 1990s. This generation in America, is likely become 
to an elderly age group with high disposable income to travel often to Las Vegas. As long 
as slot/video machines appeal to older players in the Las Vegas market, gambling products 
and services in casinos should be changed to the way the Nintendo generation, who are 
medium and light computer users, expect. As shown in Tables 22 and 23, medium and 
light computer/Intemet users were more likely to demand comfort and service than non 
users.
As shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6 , medium computer/Intemet users were the most 
frequent group among slot/video machine players in this study. They were the least 
frequent gamblers in Las Vegas. Their “Las Vegas Visits,” “Playing Hours” and 
“Budgets” are the lowest among the four groups. However, Intemet gambling interest
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among medium users was the strongest o f all groups surveyed (Table 24, Figure 24). 
Prized-based online gambling sites, soon to be offered by MGM Mirage and Harrah’s 
Entertainment, should arrange marketing plans to attract medium computer/Intemet users, 
those who are singles, age between 31 to 50 years old with more than a college education. 
As shown by the mean figures of the “Intemet Gambling” variable in Table 24, however it 
is unlikely that online gambling appeals to slot/video players in Las Vegas.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Study 
Increased computer/Intemet usage in America did not appear to increase the growth of 
slot/video players’ computer/Intemet usage. The family and convention market, which 
was believed to bring more computer/Intemet users into the Las Vegas gaming market, 
seems to have had little effect yet. As slot/video machines have appealed to elderly 
gamblers for decades, the Las Vegas slot/video gambling market will likely remain the 
same. When the Nintendo generation, those who are medium and light computer/Intemet 
user, moves over to the elderly age group with higher disposable incomes and extra times 
to travel, products and services that casinos in Las Vegas offer should probably be 
changed. Customer service should be more sophisticated and individualized as much as 
possible. Slot/video machines should provide customers not only with interactivity in 
games themselves, but also with automated and interactive service in a slot/video 
machine’s platform. Computer/Intemet heavy users may not be frequent slot/video 
players because they are mostly separated/divorced, under 30 years old, and working 
while earning higher yearly incomes. They presumably do not have enough time to travel 
to Las Vegas often in order to gamble. However, their loyalty should be appreciated and
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an effort should be made to provide games that heavy computer/Intemet users will enjoy 
playing when they do come to Las Vegas.
A gaming market consists o f two main products; slot/video machines and table games. 
U.S. Casino Gaming Entertainment Survey (1993) conducted by the Harrah’s Casino 
indicated that table game players are younger, most likely to have college degrees, and 
have higher incomes than those who play slot /video machines. Presumably, table game 
players are different from slot/video machine players with respect to computer/Intemet 
literacy and new gaming products and services demand. Studying computer/Intemet 
literacy and gambling behaviors o f  table game players will encourage complete gaming 
market research in Las Vegas. Gaining an insight into behaviors o f both slot/video 
machine players and table game players is a way to provide the services and products that 
will fulfill players’ desires. Designing responsive products that will meet the needs o f both 
players and casino operators is a challenging task for gaming product manufacturers. 
Gaming and customer service products that provide what players consider entertaining 
and important to them can keep the Las Vegas complete gaming market prosperous.
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SloW ideo Machine Players' Computer/Intemet Use Survey 
University of Nevada Las Vegas
HI, I am Sean from Hotel College at University of Nevada Las Vegas, and conducting a survey of slot-machine players' attitudes toward slot 
machines and customer service, so the machine manufacturer and casino operators in Las Vegas provide better products and services for you. 
It is absolutely voluntary (or you to participate in this survey, and you are allowed to withdraw from participation at any time. This 
Questionaire form you complete today will not be marked in any way would identify you. By completing this form, you consent to allow me 
to include your opinions in the results o f my survey.
/  If you are either under 21 years old, or you don’t spend 50% or more of your gaming budget or gaming time
on slot machines, please terminate the survey Otherwise, please proceed to the next question.
2 Arc you a visitor or local resident ? O  Visitor I— I Local resident (P lease skip to  Q #  4)
3  I f  you are a  visitor, how many times have you visited Las Vegas in the past 5 years? (including this trip)   times
4  Are you currently a valid member o f any slot club in the Los Vegas casinos? I I I f  yes, skip to  Q It 6 I I No
5  If you said no Q # 4 above, is there a particular reason that you don't have one? (please check a ll th a t apply)
I— I Ko chance to enroll I— I Don't like anyone to know how much I won or lost I I Don't like to give personal intbnnacion to casinos
I— I Had one but pomts expired 1— I Not come to Las Vegas ohen I— I Not mterestmgAlo not undersamd club benefitsi— I Other
7
a
9
Do you have a casino employee who knows you well and makes you feel that your satisfaction Is Important to him/her 
at the casino you patronize In Las Vegas? I \ I f  ves. w ha t is  h is /h e r position? (ex. a  h o st) I I No
On average, how many hours do you play slot/video machines per day during your trip in Las Vegas? 
On average, how much do you budget to play slot/video machines per trip to Las Vegas? s
hour(s) per day 
 per trip
Is there a particular casino establishment where you spend 50% or more of your gaming budget in Las Vegas? 
□  Yes O  No
B ow  stro n g ly  d o  y o u  agree o r d isagree  
w ith th e  fo llo w in g s  ? Disagree
N àther Agree 
Nor Disagree
Strongly
Agree
10 I like the sounds that slot/video machines make while playing I 2 3 4 5 6 7 % 9 10
11 I wish I could have a volume control on the slot/video machines I 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
12 I would like to have more space between slot/video machines I 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
13 The lack o f ergonomic design o f  slot/video machines results in bodily discomfort when playing the machines
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
14 The bill acceptors on the machines are working well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
IS If the Intemet gambling became legaL I would try it. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
16 Technology intimidates me I 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
17 I have found it hard to learn and familiarize how to use an Automated Teller Machines (ATM)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
18 Casinos seem to have too few customer service employees so I waited a long time in line during this trip 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
19 When choosing casinos which machine to play, exceptional customer service is more important than the machine payout
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
20 Customer service in the casino industry is not improving as much as those of other industries
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10
Please, continue to the next page
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21
22
23
24
2 5
26
2 7
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
3 7
38
39
40
41
B ow  strongly do you  agree o r S sa g ree  
with the fo llow in gs ?________________ Disagree
N either Agree 
N or Disagree
Strongly
Agree
If slot/Wdeo machines are equipped with an interactive computerized device, allowing you to commtmicate instantly with 
your casino managers or slot hosts regarding your customer service needs, your level o f satisfaction with the casino will increase.
   I 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9  10
If interactive customer service multimedia devices were available on casino floors and eliminated your waiting time, 
your level of satisfaction with the casino will increase______ 1_____ 2 3______4_____ 5______6______7______ 8 10
If only the slot/video machines ofiered by your casino allowed you to instantly receive benefits from the machines 
without the aid of casino employee, yoirr level o f  satisfaction with the rmsino will increase.
1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 9 10
If your casino employed on-line customer service over the Intemet (ex. check & redeem points) 
your level o f satisfaction with the casino will increase.______ I_____ 2 3______4_____ 5 10
If altemative payment systems, moimted on slot machines, which dispense paper currency , coupons or paper tokens 
in conjrmction with regular coin payoirt eliminate customer’s excessive waiting time for the aid o f  the casino employee 
increase your level o f  satisfaction with the casino___________I_____ 2 3_____ 4_____ 5_____ 6______7______8 9 10
Direct mailings that contain various promotions offered by your casino have increased your loyalty to the property
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
How often do you use Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) per week?
How long do you consider a reasonable wait time to receive any customer service? 
Do you work full-time?
Do you use a computer at home or at work?
Do you use the Intemet at home or at work?
How long do you go on-line per week?
How do you rate your computer skill?
tim es
mmutes
O  Yes CD No
CZ] Do not use it Q  Both home &. work O  Home Q  Work
I ]  Do not use it O  Both home &. work Home C 3  Work
L —l None approximately _____________
w orst I 2 3 4 5 6  7
minutes 
8 9 10 best
What is your present age? __
C ]  Male I I Female
Marital Status Married I—J
years old
□ Separated/Divorced □ Widowed □ No answer
Level o f education I [Orade school/some h%b school C _  1 high School Diploma I I Some College (Xunior/community)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I Graduated College 1_ 1 Graduate School (master*s/Ph-D)____ I- - - 1 TechnicalArocational/trade school) 1  ^Mb answer
Occupation: Professional/Technical C D  hifanagers/Officials/Proprictors Sales/Clerical 1 1 Service L  1 College student
_______________Craftworker/Foremcn I—I Agricultural CD Selfemployed I—I Other I—I Retked CD No answer
Your household income before tax approximately U.S. Dollars
Ethnicity Q  Whitc/Caucasian C D  African American C D  Hispanic /  Latin American C D  Asian /  Pacific Islander C D  Other
W here is your prim ary residence? S ta te_______________________________   C ountry (U .S.A )_________
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